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1Conjugal BaraavtMnt
ABSTRACT
Widowed individuals (40 feaales, 23 aalas) participated In a 
longitudinal study of btreaveaant. Subjects were administered the Grief 
Experience Inventory (GEI) and two struotured interviews one, five, or 
nine aonths after bereaveeent and again four eonths later. The GEI 
provided an objeotlve, standardised neasure of 18 eoaponents of the 
grief prooess (e.g., Anger, Denial, Despair, Guilt, etc.). The 
Interview provided lnforaatlon about extant social support, contact with 
friends and children, olrouestanoes of the death, Income, usefulness, 
aarrlage quality, happiness,, and soolal Involvements. Of special 
interest were the personal, soolal, and situational consequences of 
bereaveaent for aen and women and the ohanges over the first year of 
widowhood.
Nales Indicated aore extreae reactions on two dimensions of the 
Oil: Anger and Guilt. Feaales Indicated aore Despair, Loss of Vigor, 
Physical Syaptoas, and Soaatlsation. In addition, the scaled scores 
declined over tlae for the Guilt, Anger/Hostility, and Loss of Appetite 
soales.
Hales rated theaselves higher on happiness than females. Both 
aales and feaales peroelved theaselves as least useful between five and 
nine aonths after bereaveaent. Contact with children Increased over 
tlae, as did ratings of friendship with a significant other.
Multiple regression analyses revealed that age was related to
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Denial, Loas of Control, Sloop Dloturbonco, and Doporaonallstlon. Tlao 
of tooting m o  related to Anger and Loaa of Appetite, and oei m o  
related to Loea of Appetite and Loee of Vigor. Age m o  related to 
Dopereonallaatlon, Denial, and Sleep Dioturbanoe.
Changes in the GEI sooreo were related to oondltlono of the death 
(Guilt, Anger, Deperaonallaatlon, Death Anxiety), sex (Death Anxiety, 
Soaatloatlon), and tine (Social Desirability). The reoulta were related 
to other published data and to hypotheses concerning the nature of the 
bereaveaent prooeos.
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INTRODUCTION
"...I taka that...to have and to hold froa thla day forward...in 
aloknasa and In haalth...tlll death ua do part." Many oouplaa in recant 
years have choaan to exclude any aention of thia poaalble ending to a 
carriage in their wedding vowa. An anonyaoua author expreaaed a alallar 
idea in the following verae:
May I live one hundred yeara, 
and you an added day.
For I'd not oare to dwell on earth 
and know you'd paaaed away.
Although people aay chooee not to think about the poaalbllity of 
outliving their spouse, death la aa auoh a part of our livea aa birth. 
Thla realisation la evident by the voluaea of aaterial produced by a 
variety of dlaolpllnea aa a reault of growing lntereat In death and 
dying during the laat two deoadea.
Why ahould thla lntereat in death and dying oontlnue to grow? 
Controveraial laauea popularised by the aedia account for part of the 
answer (Schuls, 1978). New areas, auoh as the relationship between 
bereaveaent and aortallty (Stroebe A Stroebe, 1983), are also being 
exaalned.
Nhat la the psychological lapact of the death of a loved one on the 
surviving spouse? Is the bereaveaent prooeaa aided by the support of a 
significant other person? The iaportance of funner research can be
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appreciated in light of the following atateeent froa The Hatic Nountain, 
written by Thoaaa Mann (1927): "A aan's dying is aore the aurvlvor'a 
affair than hia own."
Definition of terna
Varloua teraa are oonaonly uaed interchangeably in deacribing 
reaotiona to the death of a apouae. Diatlnotlona between theae teraa 
have appeared in the literature, and clarification at thla point aay be 
beneficial.
Siaoa (1979) defined loaa in the following aanner: "Loaa ia the 
atate of being deprived of or being without aoaething one haa had and 
valued.” Four aajor oategorlea of loaa are: loaa of another 
aignlfloant love or valued peraon, loaa of part of the aelf, loaa of 
external objeota, and developaental loaa. Death of a loved one la 
oonaldered the ultlaate loaa. Perhapa the loaa of a apouae ahould be 
viewed, in aoae eircuaataneee, aa enooapaaalng aore than one of theae 
oategorlea. Conaider, for exaaple, a widowed Individual who haa loat a 
aignlfloant love and alao feela that "part of ae died with hia/her” or 
"when we tarried, we beoaae one, and now half of ae la gone."
In oontraat to her oonalderation of loaa aa a atate, Siaoa 
deacrlbea bereaveaent aa an act of aeparation or loaa that reaulta in 
the experience of grief. Bereaveaent la aeen aa the precipitating event 
whioh beglna the grief prooeaa. Kaatenbaua A Coata (1977) uae 
bereaveaent aa a tera Barely indicative of aurvlvorahip statue without
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describing tha actual rasponaa to tha loss. However, othara aay view 
baraavaaant aa tha raaponaa to tha loaa which conalata of two 
ooaponanta: grlaf and aournlng (Slaoa, 1979)*
Tha axpraaalon "grief" la uaad to characterise tha dlatraaaad atata 
of tha aurvlvor (Kaatanbaua & Coata, 1977)* Backer, Hannon, 4 Ruaaall 
(1982) aaka tha dlatlnotlon batwaan baraavaaant and grlaf In taraa of 
tha type of atata experienced. Grlaf la paroalvad aa a paychologleal 
atata charaetarlaad by aantal angulah, aa oppoaad to tha objactlva atata 
of daprlvatlon - baraavaaant. According to Slaoa (1979):
Grlaf la tha lntanaa aaotlonal auffaring oauaad by loaa, dlaaatar, 
or alafortuna. It can ba anticipatory grlaf, daap aadnaaa 
axpraaaad In advanca of a loaa whan tha loaa la paroalvad aa 
lnavltabla, or acuta grlaf, tha lntanaa aadnaaa which laaadlataly 
followa a loaa. Chronic grlaf la aorrow aalntalned ovar a 
oonaldarabla parlod of tlaa.
Mourning haa baan daacrlbad aa a "culturally pattarnad aannar of 
expreaalng tha raaponaa to daath" (Kaatanbaua 4 Coata, 1977). Thla tarn 
oftan brlnga tha waarlng of black to alnd, but Kaatanbaua inoludaa 
faalinga and thoughta in addition to ovart expressions aa baing 
lnfluanoad by aoolaty. Although aany aay find It difficult to aooapt 
tha naad for tha aurvlvor to aourn, lta laportanca la aaphaaiaad by 
Gorar (1965) following hia atudy of grlaf and aournlng: "Mourning la
traatad aa If It wara a waakneaa, a self-indulgence, a raprehenalbla bad 
habit lnatead of a paychologleal necessity."
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Ideally, theaa terns would be universally defined. Unfortunately, 
the terns are Interpreted differently by individual researchers Involved 
in this area of study.
Bereaveaent as a Transition
If one accepts the concept of loss as a state of deprivation, then 
bereaveaent can be viewed as a transition when considering the 
definition of Tyhurst (1957). Since the tern "transition" is derived 
froa Latin words aeaning "to go across11, he suggests that a transition 
is "a passage or change froa one place or state or act or set of 
circumstances to another."
Golan on the other hand, proposes that transition is "a
period of moving froa one state of certainty to another, with an 
interval of uncertainty and change in between." She also suggests 
categorisation of transitions: time periods, role shifts, and marker 
events. Tlas periods are the passages froa one chronological stage in 
the life cycle to another which are marked by specific social, 
psychological, mad biological characteristics. Role shifts Involve the 
relinquishing of one set of social roles and taking on new ones. Each 
shift calls for a period of adaptation. They can also be Interpreted as 
Barker events - the transformation points which begin and shape the 
period of change. Since a transition would be affected by 
circumstances, various dichotomies have been proposed, suoh as gradual 
vs. sudden, or temporary vs. permanent. To make the transition to
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widowhood aora difficult, one experlancing the loss of a spouse aay also 
be axparlancing the affects of concurrent transitions. For axaapla, 
soaa recently widowed individuals aay be facing retlreaent and a 
substantial loss of lncoae at the saae tiae. Difficulties in adjusting 
to life without a spouse could also be coapounded by the unfavorable 
alternative of an additional transition.
The Grief Process
Expanding on Golan's definition of a transition, the period of 
uncertainty between the states of aarrlage and adjustaent to widowhood 
is a process coapounded by ooaplex, underlying dynaaios that will be 
exaained later in this review. However, this process has been described 
by several theorists and researchers whose views will be presented at 
this tiae.
Backer, Hannon, I Russell (1982) describe grief as a "process 
through which the bereaved person aust go if they are to becoae whole 
persons again." Bowlby (1980) discusses four phases which will be 
described in detail: nuablng; yearning and searching for the lost 
figure: anger; disorganisation and despair; and reorganization.
Although the iaaediate reaction varies greatly between individuals 
and froa tiae to tiae in any one widowed Individual, aost are stunned, 
and in varying degrees, unable to accept news of a spouse's death. Life 
aay continue in an autoaatlc fashion, fooling others into believing that 
the bereaved is doing well. However, within hours or perhaps a few 
days, the nuabness subsides as the reality of the loss breaks through.
8
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The second phase of yearning and searching for the lost figure has 
also bean called the stage of "Intense grief" (Backer, at al, 1982).
This phase Is characterized by continued pining and searching for the 
deceased. A sense of the actual presence of the deceased often 
accompanies preoccupation with thoughts of the lost person. As noted by 
Bowlby (1980), these features have occurred In a majority of widows so 
it should not be doubted that the features are normal and are 
characteristic of the grief process. Peelings of anger and guilt are 
oommonly experienced by the bereaved, who may direct this anger toward 
the deoeased for "leaving me alone and causing such pain." The anger 
might also be directed at doctors, God, or possibly oneself, justified
by the rationale of "if only I had ...." If the anger is not overt, it
«
may be disguised or reflected In the form of irritability or bitterness.
The bereaved individual may direct hostility to those very dose to 
his or her because they are viewed as safe outlets - safe in the sense 
that "they will love me no matter what happens." Ingratitude towards 
comforters can be understood as resentment by the bereaved towards the 
person - resentment for receiving condolences Instead of assistance In 
regaining the deoeased.
A means of reconciliation between the incompatible urges of 
striving for reunion and accepting the loss constitutes a central task 
of the last phases of mourning. A tolerance of the aforementioned 
experiences Is necessary for gradual recognition and acceptance of the
Conjugal Bor nt
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loss. This aakos it possible to realize that old behavior patterns oust 
be aodlfied or abandoned to reshape a new life. Despair, depression, 
and apathy are alaost inevitable when disregarding patterns of thinking, 
acting, and feeling that have been a part of life's noraal repertoire 
for aany years. All hope of regaining the lost person or reestablishing 
the past situation aust be relinquished during the oruoial redefinition 
of the self. This painful reshaping of one's Internal representation is 
necessary to plan for the future.
The beginning of reorganization has been described by one widow as 
"waking up" or "living Instead of Just eslstlng" (Parkas, 1972).
Atteapts at reintegration are successful only after the bereaved is 
functioning noraally again. This is acooaplished "not by ceasing to 
care for the dead, but by abstracting what was fundaaentally iaportant 
in the relationship and rehabilitating it" (Harris, 1979).
A bereaved individual nay never totally get over the loss.
Peelings of depression aay recur on the anniversaries of significant 
events of the past such as birthdays, the wedding anniversary, or the 
anniversary of the death. Mrs. Colin Kelly, the widow of a World War II 
Air Force hero stated: "Of course, you can never forget the past and
the past will always color the present. But I do not think that you 
should let the past affect the present so auch that there can be no 
future."
Host people are able to adjust to the loss of a spouse and continue
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to lead a productive life* However, soae do not advance through the 
stages of grief successfully, thus creating a bleak outlook for their 
future*
Pathological Grief
Disordered variants of aournlng can result In physical and aental 
illness, and can range in degree froa quite slight to extreaely severe 
(Bowlby, 1980). If these variants are slight, it is difficult to 
distinguish thea froa noraal grief. However, the extreae versions are 
recognisable by nuaerous Manifestations* Due to the fact that the 
variants have coaaon eleaents, not all teras used to describe thea are 
explicitly defined.
Bowlby describes three variants of aournlng, the first of which 
Involves unusually Intense, prolonged eaotional responses to the loss, 
thus acquiring the tera "chronic aournlng.N Anger and self-reproach are 
ooaaonly doalnant and enduring, while sorrow is notably absent. 
Depression, a principal coaponent, is often experienced in conjunction 
with anxiety, hypochondria, or alcohollsa. The aourner's life often 
beooaes disorganised because of the inability to replan life without a 
spouse.
The second variant seeas to be the opposite extreae - the 
bereaved*s life reaalns organised such as before, and a aore or less 
prolonged absence of consoious grieving" occurs. However, the 
Individual is likely to be affected with physiological or psychological
11
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lllneas, and aay suddenly, almost Inexplicably, become acutely 
depressed.
Although different in many respects, both variants consist of 
common elements, such as a belief (conscious or unconsoious) that the 
loss is reversible, and an uncompleted course of mourning. Sometimes a 
bereaved individual Mill exhibit symptoms of both variants, oscillating 
between them.
The third variant of disordered mourning is less con^n - euphoria. 
In severe oases, this may be presented in the form of a manic episode.
To demonstrate the variation in terms used, a brief desoriptlon of 
three pathological reactions to grief presented by Baoker, Hannon, & 
Russell (1982) follows.
Delayed grief, which nay last a few weeks or longer, finds the 
bereaved feeling little sorrow, continuing with life, and acting busily 
and calmly. Grief is then triggered suddenly, precipitated by the loss 
of an object, such as a wristwatch, or nay occur after explaining the 
circumstances of the death to an acquaintance who was not aware It had 
happened.
When inhibited grief is experienced, the bereaved never feels the 
grief. Various physical conditions develop in its place, such as 
ulcerative oolltls, asthma, or rheumatoid arthritis.
The third reaction, chronic grief, is characterised by the 
inability of the bereaved to get beyond the anger, guilt, despair, and
12
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lntanaa yaarnlng for tha deceased. Unfortunately, the grieving 
continues for aonths, and In soaa cases, for years.
Is It possible to predict the type or severity of a reaction to 
bereaveaent? Do certain psychosocial factors predispose a person to 
adapt to bereaveaent In a certain aanner? These questions have been 
addressed throughout the literature by nuaerous researchers, and 
possible answers have been presented. Literature relevant to the 
ourrent study will now be presented.
Assessaent of the Bereaveaent Process 
If one views bereaveaent as a process, it Is iaportant to study 
ohanges in this phenoaenon over tiae. As Parkes (1970) points out, Nlt 
is necessary to view this process sequentially as It progresses If we 
are to see clearly its fora and range of variation...." Although soae 
studies Interview subjects only once, longitudinal studies are coaaonly 
utilised In the research on conjugal bereaveaent. Before discussing 
previous findings relevant to the current study, a table suaaarlslng 
longitudinal aethods utilised and the sujeots who have participated In 
research studying factors affecting bereaveaent outcoae and possible 
consequences of bereaveaent will be presented (see Table 1).
Insert Table 1 about here
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Factors Affecting Bereavement Outcoae 
The outcoae of a psychosocial crisis such as bereavement Is 
affected by numerous factors. Llndemann ( 1 W )  conducted a series of 
psyohlatrlo Interviews with 101 Individuals who had recently experienced 
the loss of a relative. His observations Indicated that the level of 
severity of grief reactions can be predicted to a certain extent. 
Therefore, many psychological, social, and physical aspects of the 
bereavement prooesa have been studied. It Is beyond the scope of this 
review to mention each aspect Individually, so emphasis will be placed 
on the effects of the following: sudden vs. chronic Illness death, age, 
financial problems, and soolal support networks.
Sudden vs. Chronlo Illness Death
People die suddenly and they die slowly and In all stages In 
between; their deaths can be expected, unexpected, and all stages 
In between; they can have timely deaths, untimely deaths, and all 
stages In between. And each of these continue will affect the kind 
of transition experienced by the survivor (Kallsh, 1982, p. 164). 
Kailah Is not the first Individual to realise that knowledge or 
lack of knowledge of an Impending death can affect the bereavement 
process. Llndemann (194*0 Implied the possible role of anticipation In 
the oourse of recovery In the development of the concept of 
"anticipatory grief." As he used the term, the person Is so concerned 
with his or her adjustment after the potential death that he or she goes
14
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through all the phases of grief and anticipation of the aodes of 
readjustment that light be necessitated by the death. Therefore, grief 
is diminished when the death actually occurs.
Some research raises questions as to whether anticipation of grief 
results In diminished reactions to bereaveaent. An empirical study of 
widows by Clayton, Halikaa, Maurloe, and Aobolns (1973) found that those 
showing evidence of depression and grief before bereaveient were no less 
grlef-strlcken after the death than those who showed no such evidence.
Nevertheless, anticipation of a spouse's death is laportant.
Impact of a long-forewarned death on a survivor Is very different In 
form and duration froa that of a totally unexpected death (Gllok, Helms, 
and Parkas, 1974). Work by these Investigators shows that the presence 
or absence of forewarning of eventual bereaveaent was of enoraous 
importance in determining the course of recovery. Evidence froa this 
study and other research supporting the above statement will now be 
examined.
Click, Weiss, and Parkes (1974) interviewed widows three tlaes over 
the course of the first year of bereaveaent with hopes of Identifying 
early indicators of the direction of recovery. As aentloned earlier, 
preparation for the husband's death had an lapaot on the eventual course 
of recovery. A positive correlation was found between longer advance 
warning and eventual satisfactory adjustaent to widowhood. Advanced 
warning seemed to allow eaotlonal preparation for the loss. However,
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adaptlva capacities of the Individual were overwhelaed if loss occurred 
without preparation. Grief alght not have been augmented, but a 
diainlshed capacity to cope rawed evident.
Host of those with knowledge of lipending widowhood felt relief 
■ixed with the shook of the loss after the death. Shock reactions 
tended to be lore severe in the oases of those with no preparation for 
the loss, with soie being unable to fully grasp the reality of events.
At the end of the first year of bereaveient, widows and widowers without 
forewarning were also sore likely to display syaptoas or still 
unresolved grief.
Sanders (1982-83) studied the grief reactions of 86 bereaved 
Individuals shortly after the death of their spouse and again after 
eighteen aonths to deteraine If differences In node of death affected 
bereaveaent outooae. Three nodes of death were Identified: sudden, 
unexpected death; short-tera chronic Illness death (less than six 
aonths); and lonjg-tera chronic illness death. The Grief Experience 
Inventory (GEI) was used to tap the aultldlaensional quality of the 
bereaveaent process. This self-report Inventory, at the tiae coaposed 
of eleven scales, was designed to assess experiences, feelings, 
syaptoas, and behaviors of individuals during the grief process.
Several interesting trends In the results were observed which add 
laportant dlaenslons to the Issue being addressed. Survivors of a 
sudden death situation exhibited lore anger and guilt as well as
16
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longer-lasting physical repercussions. Elevations of the 
Depersonalization scale of the GEI Measuring the nusbness, shock, and 
confusion of grief were still evident in this group. This syndroae can 
be described as the f,anger-lnN response.
Those surviving the death of a spouse who suffered a long-tera 
chronic illness were eost debilitated by social isolation. Denial of 
eaotlonal needs was also elevated, leading to the loss of eaotlonal 
control. However, this denial Motivated these individuals to keep going 
to survive the task of working through their grief. This ,(anger-outN 
response resulted in soaatization which was not excessive.
Those whose spouses died as a result of a short-tera chronic 
illness showed the best adjustaent to bereaveMent. These respondents 
initially indicated levels of grief siallar to the other two groups, but 
there was consistent lessening of bereaveaent reaotlons on all GEI 
soales after 18 aonths. Such positive outooaes were seen as a fora of 
preparation for loss and perceived social support as indicated by 
elevated Social Desirability, This desire to Maintain socially 
acceptable behavior, thus reducing the risk of further loss, apparently 
helped thise individuals through the grief process.
Parkes (197?) also investigated the effect of deaths that were 
sudden or expeoted. In his study of widowers and widows under the age 
of 45f those who had little tlae to prepare for the death were dearly 
aore eaotlonally disturbed. Short preparation was significantly related
17
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to an inaediate reaction of disbelief, feelings of anxiety, 
self-reproach, and depression. This disturbance persisted throughout 
the first year of bereaveaent as indicated by continued pessiaisa about 
the future, a higher Inclination to tearfulness, and aore anxiety and 
depression than those with a longer tine to prepare theaselves for the 
death.
Although it appears that the opportunity to prepare oneself in 
anticipation of bereaveaent do affect subsequent reaction to the 
event, soae researchers have found conflicting evidence. For exanple, 
Maddlson and Walker (1967) conpiled an illness score for 132 widows 
based on a questionnaire reviewing health during the preceding year. 
This subjective report of health was used as the criterion for outcoae 
of the bereaveaent crisis. Only coaplaints which were either new or 
substantially aore troublesoae during this period were recorded.
Further weighting was given to that score if the widow had sought 
nodical attention for any of these coaplaints during this period.
No relationship was found between outcoae, as reflected in illness 
scores, and the subject's report of little or no warning of her 
husband's death. The apparent discrepancy between the results of the 
Maddlson and Walker (1967) study and those described previously 
indicates a need for aore research in this area.
Ag.
Many researchers deliberately bias their saaples towards younger
18
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age groups (Bowlby, 1980). Since the age at which the individual is 
bereaved is correlated with the degree of untimeliness of the death, 
younger widows and widowers are more likely to feel that their spouses1 
lives were cut short before their fulfillment. Parkes (1964) reported 
that a larger proportion of widows under the age of 65 required 
emotional help than those in his sample over this age. Haddison and 
Ualker (1967) also found a tendency for the younger half of the 40-60 
age range to have a less favorable outcome.
Sanders (1980) compared bereavement symptomatology of widows 65 and 
older versus those 63 and younger. Profiles were compared at two 
tlmepolnts - shortly after the loss (mean of 2 months) and 18 months to 
two years later. At the first tlmepolnt, younger spouses exhibited 
elevations on eight of the scales measuring the following symptoms: 
Despair, Anger, Guilt, Loss of Emotional Control, Dependency, Death 
Anxiety, and Sleep Disturbances, with only the Guilt scale significantly 
higher. Older spouses had higher elevations on six scales: Denial,
Sooial Isolation, Rumination, Somatization, Loss of Vigor, and Physical 
Symptoms, with Denial being significantly different. Therefore, a trend 
towards higher intensities of grief reactions for younger bereaved 
individuals was illustrated. Although Guilt and Anger/Hostility 
remained higher for younger spouses, a reversal was indicated at the 
follow-up. Elevations in means for older spouses were recorded for 
Denial, Physical Symptoms, Social Desirability, Despair, Social
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Isolation, Loss of Eaotional Control, Rualnation, Dependency, 
Soaatlzation, Death Anxiety, Sleep Disturbances, and Loss of Vigor.
Other studies have failed to find a relationship between outcose 
and age (Maddlson A Viola, 1968; Raphael, 1977). Therefore, it is 
important to consider this Batter further. The reverse trend observed 
by Sanders (1980) also Barits further investigation of changes in these 
aanlfestatlons of bereavenent over tiae.
Although the lapact of a spouse's death is treaendous, the anguish 
is often further coapounded by the occurrence of siaultaneous orises 
which affect the survivor. Holaes A Rahe (1967) developed a Social 
Readjustaent Scale which aeasured stressful events in teras of "life 
change units" (LCDs), with increasing aocuaulation of LCUs increasing 
the likelihood of disease. The death of a spouse heads the list as 
being aost stressful. Change in financial status is also included and 
aerlts further attention.
Financial Probleas
The widowed spouse's financial situation aay worsen teaporarlly or 
peraanently following the death of a spouse due to legal foraalltles, 
changes in pension rates, or the lack of incoae froa a working spouse. 
Since adaptation to bereaveaent aay be significantly related to incoae, 
aost widowhood studies coaaent on this variable.
Financial probleas have been related to nuaerous factors by a 
aultitude of investigators. Bowling and Cartwright (1982) deaonstrated
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one such relationship between financial difficulties and adjustaent to 
loneliness. Those who found aoney to be a problem reported loneliness 
more often. Problems of loneliness aay be accentuated due to financial 
difficulties that inhibit widows and widowers from participating in 
meaningful activities. The link between these factors is further 
illustrated by the fact that those experiencing a financial problem were 
more likely to have given up some activity since the death of their 
spouse.
Social class has also been found to make a difference in Intensity 
of financial concerns and the manner in which they are likely to be 
handled (Click, Velas, & Parkes, 1974). The situation of upper 
mlddle-olass widows was characterised by at least temporary absence of 
financial concerns. Lower siddle-olass widows were Just about able to 
manage with the help of Social Seourity benefits. However, the 
situation among widows who had always had severe financial difficulties 
was complicated by worries about money. In some oases involving very 
poor widows, the death produced unanticipated financial benefits. But 
these poor widows could not feel any great gratification because of 
financial windfalls. These benefits meant, at best, that financial 
disaster would not be an additional assault on their lives.
This list of personal crises precipitated by the death of a spouse 
oan be expanded further to include health, life satisfaction (Elwell & 
Haltbie-Crannell, 1978), and self-efficacy (Gallagher, Thompson, t
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Peterson, 1981-82). At this point It is sufficient to say that lncoae 
needs to be studied within the context of additional resources while 
considering other stresses the Individual Is experiencing In conjunction 
with bereaveaent.
Social Support Networks
In his discussion of support networks, Caplan (1974) stated that 
the aost Important factor affecting the outcoae of a psychosocial crisis 
Is "the quality of the eaotlonal support network within which the 
Individual grapples with the crisis event" (p. 4). Since a aajor 
disruption of the surviving spouse*s intiaate network occurs and the 
supportiveness of that network is tested, bereaveaent Is especially 
relevant to a discussion of soolal networks (Walker, MaoBrlde, 4 Vaohon, 
1977)* The social support network has been defined as that set of 
personal oontaots through whloh the Individual aaintalns his social 
Identity and receives eaotlonal support, asterlal aid, services, and new 
social oontaots. Certain characteristics of this network, suoh as site, 
strength of ties, density, hoaogenelty, and dispersion of aeabership are 
aost relevant to Its serving as a personal support structure. 
Relationships exist between these network characteristics and individual 
needs during a crisis situation.
Eaotlonal support, whloh is behavior assuring an Individual that 
his or her personal feelings are understood by others and considered 
noraal In his or her situation, Is significant when the individual Is
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experlancing distrass. Tha llkalihood that network aaabars are aware of 
and discuss tha problaas axparlanoad by aaabars should inoraasa with 
density and hoaoganalty - tha sharing of social attributes - of tha 
network. However, such eaotlonal support Is also contingent upon low 
dispersion of tha network and slallarlty of experience between tha 
network aaabars and tha parson suffering distress.
Although tha network described above nay effectively neat one need, 
It aay be Inappropriate to another. Therefore, It cannot be suggested 
that any speciflo type of network is universally aost supportive in a 
crisis situation. Diversity of needs that can be experienced aust be 
considered.
One's relationship to death is far froa slaple. Coaplexltles 
necessitate the task of understanding death froa aore than an individual 
standpoint. Xastenbaua (1972) defined a death systea as a 
"socio-physical network by which the relationship to aortallty is 
aedlated and expressed" (p. 310). This network is coaprised of aany 
components present in our complicated society: places, times, objects, 
symbols, and people. This review will concentrate strictly on 
individuals as defined by their roles in the systea.
Family. The faally is a major social institution, thus a major 
source of support following the crisis of bereavement. When a married 
person in our society dies, the prevailing definition of bereaved
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paraona lncludaa hla paranta and siblings, and hia apouaa and thalr 
chlldran (Volkhart & Nlchaal, 1976). Relationship with relatives - 
children, albllnga, and paranta - ara llkaly to contlnua and avan grow 
stronger. Although in-lawa ara anothar aouroa of ralatlonahipa, aany of 
thaaa Individuals ara doing thalr own grieving and aay not be able to 
provide support at this tine (Kalish, 1982).
The help that kin provided following the death of a apouaa aaaaad 
especially valuable to the respondents participating in a study which 
exaalnad aoolal factors affecting the course of recovery after 
bereeveaent (Gliok, Wales, A Parkas, 1974). Seventy percent of the 
widows reported that faaily had helped aore than friends. Within that 
faally, feaale relatives proved to be aoat helpful.
With the passage of tine, these relationships took one of several 
oourses. The aajorlty of widows Maintained relationships that were 
close. A saall Minority aade relationships with one or aore of their 
kin the central bonds of their lives. However, difficulties with faally 
were encountered by an appreciable Minority of widows.
Probleas with faitlly developed aainly in the fora of anger toward 
whe aeabers of the faally. After reevaluating behaviors and 
contributions aade by faaily during the earlier period of aournlng, 
behaviors that the surviving spouse nay have seen as protective earlier 
were now interpreted as overly deaandlng. Others felt that their 
faailies had done entirely too little to help then, while several felt
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oppressed by faalllal aolicituda that confliotad with aovaaant toward 
graatar independence.
Arling (1976) has poatulatad aavaral raaaona for thaaa nagatlva 
relationahipa batwaan faaily and tha aurvivlng spouse. Many relativaa 
hava contrasting lntaraat and aoclallzation dlffarancaa. Therefore, 
thay do not a a u  good coapanlons. In tha casa of a parant-chlld 
relationship, a ravaraal of rolaa occurs during tha baraavaaant process. 
Tha Inability of tha aldar to accept tha reciprocation of care-giving 
lowers their aorale, thus causing tension In tha relationship.
In sons oases, tha faaily is unable to provide support for extended 
periods of tiaa following tha death. As a result of increasing 
geographic aoblllty and increasing proportions of woaan who work, tha 
faaily is often lass able to help elderly relatives. In this situation, 
tha surviving spouse aay be foroad to turn to other souroes for tha 
support so badly needed during this personal crisis.
Slmlflcant other. Tha social support network has bean found to be 
one factor which differentiates between good and bad-outcoae groups 
(Maddlson and Raphael, 1975). A greater nuaber of nonhelpful 
interactions was the criterion for those labeled as bad-outcoae widows. 
These widows perceived their social envlronaent as overtly or covertly 
hostile, nonsupportive, and failing to neat their needs. Soae 
bad-outcoae widows would also consider that laportant people in their 
envlronaent were being incongruously cheerful, were upset to an extent
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believed to be Inappropriate or even coapetltlve, or that they olalaed 
to share the widow's grief and express coaplete understanding of 
feelings when this was untrue. Many bad-outcoae subjects lacked an 
eapathetic person with whoa they could discuss their past life, their 
relationship with their husband, and ever, events surrounding the death. 
These findings lndloate the need for support provided by a significant 
other following the loss of a spouse.
Gibbs (1981) defined a significant other as a close friend with 
whoa a bereaved person could oonflde. She also stated that "close or 
lntlaate social support for the older widow has received little 
attention and the relationship as peroeived by both the widow and her 
significant other has not been exaalned" (p. 2). Although this 
stateaent is still true to a certain extent, two studies relative to 
this these will be exaalned.
In an atteapt to address this issue, Gibbs (198D exaalned the 
relationship between 40 widows in a non-setropolitan area and a 
significant other naaed by these widows through Interviews with both 
parties. One group of individuals lived in a rural setting (population 
< 1,000), while the other sroup lived in a saall town (population of 
approxiaately 34,000). Differences due to the size of the 
non-aetropolltan area in which a widow lived were found.
Very high levels of visiting were found in both ooaaunltles, with 
the degree of visiting in the rural coaaunity being higher. The
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significant others in the larger coaaunity reported a slightly greater 
degree of eaotional closeness and a higher degree of social interaction 
through "going places." However, these differences were not 
statistically significant.
The frequencies of specific social interactions of the significant 
other, such as visiting, going places, and talking on the phone, were 
correlated to feelings of eaotional closeness to the widow. For the 
significant others in the rural coaaunity, none of these correlations 
were significant. For the significant others in the larger coaaunity, 
the correlations of eaotional closeness and two factors, visiting and 
going places, were statistically significant. These results nay 
Indicate that the widows in the rural coaaunity are aore strongly 
oriented to faaily aeabers residing there, while widows in the larger 
coaaunity build their social world around friends. This is due, in 
part, to the saall nuaber of kin in the coaaunity. Therefore, a aore 
clear-cut role of the significant other as a source of support was 
defined in the Mall town.
Gibbs was led to the conclusion that the widow needs assistance in 
a variety of foras. Significant others alleviate laaedlate needs of the 
widow and serve as a source of social coapanionshlp. Their laportance 
in the social support network was recognised.
Bowling and Cartwright (1982) interviewed widows of aen aged 65 or 
aore and widowers of woaen aged 60 or aore in a study aialng to show
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clrcuaatances in which services and help for tha bereaved could be 
aoblllzed. They alao exaained the surviving spouses' experiences and 
views of faalllars - those they identified as knowing aost about their 
circuastances since their bereaveaent.
Who were these people? Woaen coaprised 69$ of the faalllars, with 
46$ being daughters. Sons were outnuabered by daughters two to one.
One in eight were elderly (65 or older). Four-fifths were aarried, and 
nearly two-fifths had young children. In addition, alaoat half worked 
full-tiae and a quarter worked part-tlae. Therefore, the faalllars had 
significant coaaltaents other than supporting the surviving spouse.
Place of residence of the faalllar and the surlving spouse was the 
saae for 14$ of the saaple. Of those not living In the saae household, 
22$ were In daily contact, 52$ saw each other weekly or aore often, 
leaving 12$ who saw then less often or Irregularly. The inclusion of 
telephone contacts Increases the percentage of either living with or 
daily contact with the widowed to 46$, with 50$ in at least weekly 
contact. However, 40$ of the widowed did not have a telephone.
Apart froa being in touch with the Kldowed person, the extent of 
other help and support depended on the need for eaotional support and 
the level of physical dependency of that widowed person. Help was given 
with household tasks, personal tasks, and transportation. Although the 
faalllars felt they were the aost coaaon source of help, they reported 
that other relatives helped 55$ of the widowed and other friends and 
neighbors helped 28$ of then.
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The familiar has an obvious affect on the lives of the widowed,
Froa the perspective of the familiars, this relationship with a 
surviving spouse also has an impact on their lives. Some familiars 
reported that their social activities had been cut down or given up 
since the death of the spouse. Others reported Increased problems with 
their own personal relationships, loss of independence and freedom, and 
lack of time to do things they would want to do, all resulting froa 
their relationship with the widowed Individual. On the other hand, some 
familiars claimed that their relationship with the widowed individual 
was closer as a result of the help or support they had given him or her.
This study demonstrates that the relationship between the familiar 
and the surviving spouse has important implications relating to the 
bereavement process of the surviving spouse and relating to the life of 
the familiar. Research examining the effects of this relationship on 
the bereavement process should be considered.
Consequences of Bereavement
The bereavement process Itself can act as a precipitating factor 
from which other consequences of the death of a spouse arise. Social 
isolation is a subsequent event that sometimes occurs and has been 
widely studied in conjunction with the Investigation of widowhood.
Social Isolation
Froa the moment a goose realises that the partner is missing, it
loses all courage and flees even from the youngest and weakest
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geese. As Its condition quickly becoaes known to all the members 
of the colony, the lonely goose rapidly sinks to the lowest step in 
the ranking order. The goose can become extreaely shy, reluctant 
to approach human beings and to cone to the feeding place; the bird 
also develops a tendency to panic...
After reading this description of the greylag goose's response to the 
loss of its nate in Konrad Lorenz's book On Agression. Lynne Caine was 
unpleasantly startled. As a widow herself, she didn't want to have that 
auch in coaaon with a goose (Caine, 1981). Humans may parallel this 
example in our society in which there is a strong tendency for many to 
respond to the death of another by turning away.
Lomen (1975) examined the social readjustment of 26 widows and 
widowers by means of a structured interview. Social readjustaent was 
defined as "the point at whioh the surviving partner begins to feel 
comfortable with many other people in social situations and begins to 
move into those circles" (p. 10).
Adequate "recovery" is necessary before a surviving spouse can feel 
comfortable socially. From the interviews conducted, "recovery" seemed 
to come when the spouse regained some sense of self-confidence and 
identity, not necessarily when grieving ceased.
Those widows in their early forties or younger tended to readjust 
socially Mich quicker and better than those in their late forties and 
over. The widowers who were interviewed moved more rapidly into social
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sltuatlona. It has also bean shown In other studies that widowers are 
■otlvated toward reaarrlage tore quickly due to the doaestlc problens 
associated with losing a wife.
Social readjustaent is presumably a complex process through which 
the widowed Individual aust progress. If this readjustaent Is not 
successful, social Isolation may occur.
Major problems are frequently encountered during attempts to 
reintegrate oneself Into society following the death of a spouse. 
Unsuccessful resolution of these problems often leads to soolal 
Isolation. Social Isolation Is similar to other consequences of 
bereavement In the sense that many contributing factors and complex 
Interactions between these factors determine the degree of the 
consequence.
Many najor soolal relationships Involve married couples, and the
more multidimensional the involvement In a spouse's life, the more
disorganised his or her social relationship will be after the spouse's
death (Maddlson & Rapheal, 1975). Separation of a pair through death
produces asymmetry which often causes strain if the widowed individual
continues to attend such couple-friendship gatherings alone (Lopata,
1981). This feeling of being a "fifth wheel" often causes the surviving
*
spouse to withdraw and/or be excluded from such social gatherings.
One such strain was reported by Lomen (1975) in a study examining 
the social readjustment of the remaining partner: widows reported that
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the wives of friends aay feel her to be a "threat" to their otm 
narrlages. The only ones not reporting this were those with strong 
church connections. Ministers Mho Mere Interviewed believed that If a 
widow was active In the church "faally," other woaen aeabers would not 
feel this threat.
"Unfriendly friends" were reported to be another soiree of stress 
In early stages of widowhood (Lopata, 1981). friends aay unconsciously 
avoid the surviving spouse as a result of feeling uneoafortable about 
what to say, thus adding to the widow's grief rather than alleviating 
It. Wilson (1970) has pointed out this Misunderstanding and believes 
that avoiding conversation about the deceased increases feelings of 
isolation. Those In the early stage of grief who were allowed to talk 
frequently of the loved one recovered aore quickly following the loss.
Age also affects the degree of soolal isolation experienced 
(Bowling A Cartwright, 1982; Lopata, 1971). Younger surviving spouses 
aay feel their widowhood aore acutely as they have been bereaved before 
their friends. This prevalence of widowhood aaong peers of one's age Is 
extreaely laportant (Blau, 1973)* There Is a "society of widows" In 
which elderly woaen are In contact with peers experiencing the saae 
ordeal. However, this society Is not available for younger widows who 
are less likely to have friends in the saae situation. A longitudinal 
study by Sanders (1980-81) showed that younger spouses showed greater 
intensities of response to bereaveaent than other spouses Initially,
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with a reversal of the trend 18 aontha later. This underlies the 
laportance of studying the bereaveaent process over the course of tlae.
Sei differences have been reported by aany Investigators, but 
conflicting views concerning whether sales or feaale* experience sore 
Isolation have been proposed. Those who have found woaen's adjustaent 
to bereaveaent to be worse than aen's attribute this difference to 
social roles (Parkes, 1972; Lopata, 1971). Being a wife Is possibly 
■ore Important to self*identity than being a husband. A wife's role Is 
usually husband-oentered, and she Is aore often dependent on hia for 
status and aoney than he Is on her.
On the other hand, Elwell and Maltbie-Crannell (1978) concluded 
that widowhood Is aore of an Isolating experience for aen. A 
newly-widowed sale say find hlaaelf Ill-prepared to aaintain a social 
network of his own If he was unaoeustoaed to socialising exoept with his 
wife or through her Initiative (Gallagher, Thoapson, A Peterson,
1981-82). The widower aay also be reluctant to ask for aslstance due to 
prior socialisation to Independence rather than Independence. Although 
the sex difference is generally accounted for by exaalnlng changes In 
soolal roles following bereaveaent, further investigation is needed to 
clarify this difference.
Social isolation aay also be a function of anger (Parkes, 1972), 
education, social class, and coaaunlty support (Lopata, 1981). These 
and previously aentloned variables indeed lndloata that It Is imperative
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to aiaalna tha aultlple factors Involved In order to ooaprahand this 
consaquance of baraavaaant.
In 19651 Gorar concludad:
Invastlgators tend to writs as though tha bereaved ware coaplately 
alone, with no other occupation In U f a  but to coaa to taras with 
and work through their grief [and] this lapllclt picture of tha 
solitary [parson] who has nothing to do but get over his grlaf has 
tended to doalnate tha literature of tha last twenty years (p.
ISO).
However, social Isolation has not been ignored In tha tlaa following the 
publication of this stateaent, and the subject will oontlnue to appear 
In tha literature as a toplo of concern In connection with bereaved 
Individuals.
The Study of the Bereaveaent Process 
The aultldlaenstlonal nature of bereaveaent has presented aany 
probleas In the study of this phenoaenon. Since the esperlenoe 
apparently depends on nuaerous situations varying froa person to person, 
It Is difficult to describe the shifting aspeots as well as the 
Intensity of the esperlenoe. Host published reports have relied on data 
collected using observation and ollnlcal lapresslons.
The published studies which are addressed to understand the 
bereaved and the process of bereaveaent are fraught with aethodologloal 
Inadequacies. Unfortunately, certain aethodologloal probleas arc
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aaaaingly laposslbla to resolve. For exaaple, large nuabers of the 
bereaved refuse to participate In research (e.g., Click, et al., 1974) 
and no researcher will lapoae pressure to participate at such a tlae In 
the lives of the bereaved. Attrition due to aortallty and refusal to 
participate In longitudinal follow-ups are also probless (Stroebe A 
Stroebe, 1983).
There are also difficulties In Identifying suitable control groups. 
Those used for coaparatlve purposes (aarrieds, divorced, never 
aarrleds), whether they are latched on social and deaographlo factors or 
not, are each Inadequate. The use of the bereaved as his/her own 
control as in longitudinal studies is Ideal, but suoh a design optimally 
requires "baseline'' data prior to bereaveient. No such ooiparIsons have 
been published. Cross-sectional aethods are obviously Inadequate even 
though the aethod is used to Identify staples who differ In tine after 
bereaveaent.
Males are also notoriously absent froa studies of bereaveaent.
Fewer isles survive their spouse, and berMved Mies reaarry sore often 
and earlier than feMles. However, aany studies suggest that Mi e s  are 
prone to tore Intense m o t i o n s  to berMveMnt (Stroebe A Stroebe,
1983). Again, however, the data are alsed (e.g., Clayton, 1974, 1979).
Other difficulties and probleM exist when the tMporal course of 
berMveMnt is the focus of the study. Many studies use "ollnioal 
populations", l.e., those who have reported to physicians, counselors,
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etc. with eaotlonal/physical "problems." Many of the published studies 
rely on clinical observation rather than objective and standardised 
instruments as a source of data. Methods, procedures, and instruments 
serving as the source of data vary widely across studies, making 
comparisons difficult. In addition, when longitudinal assessment is 
involved, only one follow-up test is common and the Interval between 
testing points is usually variable within groups and between studies.
As an example, the bereaved may be tested "within six months after 
bereavement" and "within the second year after bereavement."
Comparisons "soon after bereavement" and "a year or more after 
bereavement" are common. Published research focusing on the course of 
bereavement within the first year is rare. Sanders, Mauger, A Strong 
(1979) have discussed major shortcomings of these approaches, suoh as 
difficulty in replication of results, inability to capture the 
multidimensional nature of bereavement, and suitability for detecting 
changes over time. In order to deal with these problems, they developed 
the Crief Experience Inventory (GEI), "an objective multidimensional 
measure of grief which Is sensitive to the longitudinal evolution of the 
process of bereavement" (p. lv). The GEI provides a way to compare 
objectively the experience of bereavement among bereaved persons by 
using standardised scales, each one representing a separate component of 
grief.
Reliability data provided by Sangers, Mauger, and Strong (1979)
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suggest that the GEI is suitable for research use, Validity of the 
scales Is shown by Its ability to distinguish bereaved froe nonbereaved 
individuals as well a separating individuals experiencing the loss &t 
various family aeabers (child, parent, or spoused Significant 
differences were also found between bereaved individuals and those not 
experiencing a loss, thus Indicating that thfs scale outlines syaptois 
representative of grief. In-depth information concerning reliability 
and validity of the scale is provided In "A Manual fc the Grief 
Experience Inventory" (Sanders et al., 1979)*
The GEI profile is divided into three portions: validity scales,
bereaveient scales, and research scales. Each of the individual scales 
is discussed in detail in Appendix E.
Finally, bereaveaent la a complex process, having profound social, 
esotional, and econoaic consequences. A ll agree that bereaveaent tee 
aultlple and extensive consequences, but conclusions about the bereaved 
and the temporal course of bereaveaent are based on patterns of results 
froa aethodologically inadequate studies or froa clinical institutions 
or observations. In most cases the patterns of results across studies 
are not consistent (Stroebe A Stroebe, 1983), and few conclusions can be 
drawn.
The present research atteapts to reaedy aany of the shortcoalngs of 
prior studies. It was designed to test several hypotheses about the 
bereaveaent process and to reexaaine previous findings concerning the
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teaporal course o f bereaveaent. First, the bereaveaent process was 
studied systewatically within the first 13 aonths after bereaveaent. 
Hales and fenales were Included in the study. A standardised ins truant 
(the Grief Experience Inventory^ and i structured irterview were used, 
provid?ng inforaati: n ..uu tuning eaoi iiai, ^ciai, and econoaic 
consequences of be eaveaent, anH he conditions of the death (e.g., 
sudden vs. expected), fhe ng ■carnal sethod was used In coablnatlon 
with a croas-secti s pling procedure. The design Involved a 
variant of Schales (1965) cross-sequential eethod and paraltted the 
course of bereaveaent to be studied over a twelve-aoith interval even 
though individual subjects were tested only twice (ilniaiaing the 
effects of repeated testing) over a period of four lonths.
METHOD
Design
The research design coabined sleaents of both longitudinal and 
cross-sectional data collection strategies. Three cohorts of subjects, 
defined In teras of their teaporal proxlaity to bereaveaent (death of 
spouse), were identified and tested twice at an interval of four aonths. 
The point of initial testing occurred at one aonth, five aonths, and 
nine aonths for the three cohorts.
The saapllng procedure and testing interval oonforaed to a 3 
(Bereaveaent Cohort) X 2 (Sex) X 2 (Tlae Point) factorial design with 
repeated aeasures on the third factor. The cohorts and the testing
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Interval were chosen such that controls for the possible effects of 
repeated testing were available at the five-month and nine-month testing 
points, and also to permit the study of temporal course of bereavement 
over one year.
Subjects
A letter describing the research was sent to all potential 
participants who were identified through obituary notices published in 
the local newspaper (see Appendix A). T d s  letter was followed by a 
phone call inviting them to participate In the study. A postcard was 
sent to Individuals not listed in the phone book in order to allow them 
to respond to the request for participation.
A total of 215 letters were sent. As expected, the 1-month refusal 
rate was the highest at 71.Af. The five and nine-month refusal rates 
were 48.1fl end 51.8J, respectively. These refusal rates were calculated 
including only those individuals who were successfully contacted. Some 
individuals could not be reached, while others gave special reasons for 
deciding not to participate. Further details concerning the problems 
encountered and reasons for refusal are given in Appendix B.
Seventy-two recently widowed individuals agreed to participate.
The one-month cohort (n s 17) was comprised of 6 sales and 11 females. 
The five-month cohort (n = 24) consisted of 9 males and 15 females. The 
nine-month cohort (n = 28) included 9 males and 18 females. Demographic 
Information describing the cohorts is presented in Table 2.
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Insert Table 2 about here
Complete sets of data were collected from 63 individuals. The 
following reasons account for the decrease in the sample size: one
female member of the five-month cohort did not wish to participate in 
the second interview; questionnaires for one or both of the interviews 
were not returned by these participants - two males in the one-month 
cohort, one male in the five-month cohort, and two females in the 
nine-month cohort. One female and one male were interviewed, but their 
data were excluded from analyses. Due to schedule conflicts, these 
individuals could not be Interviewed at appropriate times to coincide 
with the five-month bereavement cohort.
Instruments
Data from a structured Interview, the Grief Experience Inventory 
(GEI), and self-report questions were collected at each testing point. 
Copies of the interviews are contained in Appendix C. Demographic 
information and detailed Information regarding the bereaved's social 
support network was obtained. The following data were gathered 
concerning all living children of the bereaved: age, sex, distance from 
the bereaved, and the amount and types of contact with the bereaved 
before the death and at the time of the interview.
Questions about the circumstances of the death were asked. Amount
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and types of contact with other relatives were also obtained, as well as 
information concerning the number of neighbors known well enough to 
visit and the amount of contact with them. The same information was 
obtained for a significant other (the person named as providing the most 
support to the bereaved). Questions were also asked about the length 
and quality of the relationship with this person. Information 
concerning changes in social contacts and social activities was also 
discussed. The subjects were also asked about their "happiness" and 
related emotions before bereavement and at the time of the interview.
The financial status of the bereaved individuals was also 
established. If financial matters were a problem, information about 
their perception of the change in income was gathered. Information was 
gathered concerning difficulties in adjusting to being widowed, 
differences in life now as compared to when they were married, 
considerations about remarriage, what they have learned about themselves 
through the death of their spouse, and possible advice for others 
experiencing a similar loss
The GEI, a self-report inventory, consists of 135 true-false items 
representing 18 scales which describe the grief syndrome (see Appendix 
D). Three scales (Denial, Atypical Response, and Social Desirability) 
measure the response set of the participant, and 1b scales (Despair, 
Anger/Hostility, Guilt, Social Isolation, Loss of Control, Rumination, 
Depersonalization, Somatization, Death Anxiety, Sleep Disturbance, Loss
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of Appetite, Loss of Vigor, Physical Symptoms, Optimism/Despair, and 
Dependency) assess symptoms, experiences, feelings, and behaviors during 
the grief process. The individual scales are described in detail in 
Appendix C.
Several self-report questions were repeated on a questionnaire to 
be completed while filling out the GEI. In order to determine the 
amount of bias due to the interviewer's presence, these questions were 
identical to those asked during the interview.
Procedure
The first interview was scheduled as close to the anniversary of 
the death as possible. Host interviews were conducted in the 
participant's hone. After a consent form was signed (see Appendix F), a 
structured interview was conducted. Demographic information was 
gathered before inquiring about available social support, social 
Interactions, conditions of the marriage and death, emotions, and 
financial natters. With the participant's consent, portions of the 
interview were taped. Subjects were asked to complete the Grief 
Experience Inventory (GEI) in addition to several questions repeated 
from the interview. These questionnaires were mailed back to the 
interviewer in a stamped envelope. Participants were told that they 
would be contacted in approximately four months to schedule the 
follow-up interview. This interview consisted of Inquiries about 
changes in social support, social interactions, emotions, and financial
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Batters. Other questions about their experiences as a bereaved 
individuals were also asked during both interviews. The participants 
were asked to fill out the GCI and a few repeated questions and sail 
then back to the interviewer in the saae Banner as before.
RESULTS
Analyses of Variance
Bereaveaent Scales
Table 3 provides group Beans (T-scores) for the 18 scales of the 
Grief Experience Inventory.
Insert Table 3 about here
Note that longitudinal data are available, spanning a four-a-nth period 
for each sex and for the bereaveaent cohorts initially tested at one, 
five, or nine Bonths following the death of the spouse, respectively. 
Table 4 provides sunaary data for the analyses of variance for the 18 
bereaveaent scales. These data were analyzed using a 3 (Bereaveaent 
Cohort) X 2 (Sex) X 2 (Tlae Point) factorial analysis of variance. Tlae 
Point was a repeated aeasure.
Insert Table 4 about h<;re
The aain effect for Sex was statistically significant for six of 
the bereaveaent scales, including Denial, Despair, Guilt, Loss of Vigor,
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Physical Symptoms, and Somatization. The aeans for males and females 
were 56.20 and 49*49 on the Denial scale, 46*63 and 51*48 for Despair, 
50.83 and 46.36 for Guilt, 46.00 and 54.65 for Loss of Vigor, 44.85 and 
50.64 for Physical Syaptoas, 43*98 and 50.33 for Soaatizatlon* The 
scores for sales Indicated sore denial and guilt, with the seans for 
feaales Indicating sore extreac bereavement reactions concerning 
Despair, Loss of Vigor, and sonatlc manifestations*
Time Point was statistically significant as a sain effect for three 
scales, Anger/Hostility, Guilt, and Loss of Appet 'be. The seans were 
46.16 and 43*78 on the Anger/Hostllity scale, 49*00 and 46.60 for Guilt, 
and 50*44 and 41.24 for Loss of Appetite at the first and second testing 
points, respectively. Loss of Appetite was also related to Bereavement 
Cohort, with means of 53*28, 44.68, and 42.10, respectively. In each 
case, the direction of the mean changes Indicate a decrease in the 
bereavement reaction to the death of the spouse. Scores for 
Anger/Hostllity and Guilt, as well as Loss of Appetite, decreased across 
Interviews and Bereavement Cohort. The significant Sex X Bereavement 
Cohort X Time Point interaction for the Loss of Appetite scale generally 
revealed that the improvement in appetite increased to a greater degree 
for feaales than for males over the 12-aonth period of the study.
The data revealed two significant first order interactions 
involving the means for the Anger scale. The significant Bereavement 
Cohort X Time Point interaction Indicated that the decreases in the
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anger response were sore pronounced over the first four aonths following 
the death of the spouse. The statistically significant Sex X 
Bereaveaent Cohort interaction revealed that the Bean scores decreased 
for sales across the three tiae intervals of the study. For feaales the 
differences across cohorts are best described as a U-function. Scores 
for the five-aonth cohort were lower than those of the one-aonth and 
nlne-aonth cohorts, which did not differ.
Social and Situational Variables
Other inforaation collected focused on the perceptions of the 
bereaved about their aarriage, about theaselves, their lncoae, the 
social support (froa friends and children) utilized, and the activities 
in which the bereaved were participating at the tiae of each interview 
as well as before the death occurred. These data were also analyzed, 
with exceptions where noted, utilizing a 3 (Bereaveaent Cohort) X 2 
(Sex) X 2 (Tiae Point) factorial design.
The bereaved were asked to rate the quality of their aarriage (on a 
seven-point scale) at each interview. These ratings were unlforaly high 
and unrelated to the variables of concern. Suaaary tables presenting 
the aeans and the results froa the analyses of variance are presented in 
Table 5.
Insert Table 5 about here
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The subjects were also asked to rate (on a seven-point scale) how often 
they experienced unhappiness because they did not feel useful (1 = 
Never, 7 = Always), as well as how happy (as a person) they were at the 
tine of each interview. Ratings of personal happiness before the death 
were also obtained at the first Interview. The analyses for the 
personal happiness ratings conformed to a 3 (Bereavement Cohort) X 2 
(Sex) X 3 (Time Point) factorial analysis of variance.
Sex and Time Point were significant as main effects for the 
happiness measures (see Table 6).
Insert Table 6 about here
Hales rated themselves as more happy than did females (X = 5*57 and 
4.41, respectively). Rated happiness was also highest before the death 
(X s 5.98), lowest at the first testing point (X s 4.38), and higher at 
the second testing point (X = 4.71). For the ratings regarding feelings 
about usefulness, the significant Bereavement Cohort X Time interaction 
revealed that the bereaved considered themselves sore unhappy because of 
perceived feelings of reduced usefulness during the period between five 
and nine months following the death. Perceived happiness in this 
respect was higher at one month and thirteen months.
Data were also obtained for the subjects1 contact with others 
(children and friends) during the first year after bereavement. Of
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special interest was the frequency of interaction with the child seen 
aost often and the friendship with the individual chosen by the bereaved 
as providing the aost support (significant other) since the death.
The analysis of data for contact with children (see Table 7) 
revealed a statistically significant aain effect for Tlae Point.
Insert Table 7 about here
Contact with children declined between the period before the death to 
the point of the Interview and then increased at the second interview. 
The aeans for the three tlae points pooled over Bereaveaent Cohorts were 
1.78, 1.69, and 2.02, respectively.
Ratings of friendship with the significant other revealed a 
statistically significant aain effect for Sex nd a Sex X Bereaveaent 
Cohort interaction, (see Table 8)
Insert Table 8 about here
The ratings by sales of friendship with the significant other increased 
over the first two testing Intervals (Bereaveaent Cohorts), X s 4*50, 
5.94, and 5*78, respectively. For feaales, the friendship ratings 
declined and then Increased for the one, five, and nine-aonth 
bereaveaent cohorts, X s 6.63, 5."4, and 6.72, respectively. Soae of
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the males and females also reported a change in the person chosen as a 
significant other from the first interview to the second, independently 
of the Bereavement Cohort. However, the proportion of males (15/23) 
changing significant others exceeded chat for females (10/28), X*(1) = 
7.43, 2 < -005.
When differentiating the group only by sex, the relationship of the 
significant other to the bereaved was generally Inconsistent over time. 
Females relied to a greater extent on relatives at the first testing 
point, with a shift towards a support system including more than one 
"signifleant other.N Hales relied to a greater extent on a friend, 
minister, or caregiver at the first testing point, with a larger 
proportion of relatives being the most helpful and supportive four 
months later. Mean percentages are reported in Table 9.
Insert Table 9 about here
Involvement in social activities generally decreased following the 
death and then increased between the first and second tine of testing, 
with the exception of the males in the five-month bereavement cohort. 
However, these changes were not statistically significant (see Table 
10).
Insert Table 10 about here
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Finally, data were obtained for the lncoee level of the bereaved. 
Estimates of annual lncoae, in $5,000 increments, were obtained for the 
bereaved at each interview. Estimates were transforaed to a six-point 
scale (< $5,000, $5,000-$9,999, $10-..., > $25,000) and analyzed within 
a 3 (Bereaveaent Cohort) X 2 (Sex) X 3 (Tine Point) factorial analysis 
of variance (see Table 11).
Insert Table 11 about here
Feaales generally provided lower estimates of income at the first and 
second interview, than did Bales and comparable estimates for the period 
preceding the death. Such results were reflected in a statistically 
significant main effect for Sex and a significant Sex X Time Point 
interaction. The means for males at the three time points were 4*39, 
3*96, and 3*96, respectively. For feaales, the means were 4.50, 3*3&» 
and 3*58.
Multiple Regression Analyses
The second concern of the present research was the identification 
of possible situational and organismic covarlates of bereavement. 
Predictor variables included several which have been suggested in the 
literature as Influencing the personal reactions to the death of a 
spouse. Six variables were identified as predictors, including whether 
the death was sudden or expected, the chronological age of the bereaved,
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the length of the marriage, family income at the time of death, aex of 
the bereaved, and the duration o f the time period after the death (one, 
five, or nine months). Th* criter ion  variables included the scores from 
the 18 bereavement scales o f the Grief Experience Inventory. Step-wise 
multiple regression analyses were performed, one at a time using the six 
predictor variables described above and the GEI scores from the first 
interview.
The second set of multiple regression analyses, using the same set 
of predictor variables, was concerned with the prediction of change in 
bereavement over the time o f the two interviews. Change scores from the 
first testing point to the second for each bereavement scale and for 
each subject were determined in the following manner: simple linear
regression analyses were perforned using the scrre at the first testing 
point to predict the score at the second testing point. Residual change 
scores w e then obtained by subtracting the actual score at the second 
testing from the predicted score. These residual scores were then used 
as the criterion variables in the 18 step-wise regression analyses. The 
results from these two sets o f analyses follow below.
First Interview Regression Analyses
Chronological age accounted for eight percent of the variance of 
the Denial scores (r* = .08, g < .05), Loss of Control (rx = .24, g < 
.001), Sleep Disturbance (r * = .09, £ < .05), and Depersonalization 
scores (rx = .08, g < .05). The number of years wed and time of testing
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accounted for 26$ of the variance in the Anger /Hostility scores ( r S  
• 19* for years wed and r* (change) = .07, g < .001). Time of testing 
accounted for 12$ of the variance in the Loss of Appetite scores (g < 
.05). Sex accounted for 11$ of the variance In the Loss of Vigor scores 
(r 1 = .11, g < .05).
The number of years wed, sex, time of testing, and conditions of 
the death accounted for 31$ of the variance in the Guilt scores (years 
wed: r x = .09; sex: r* (change) s .07; time of testing: r* (change) :
•08; SudUen/Expected death: r^ (change) s .07; g < .05).
The beta coefficients indicating the regression of Denial, Loss of 
Control, Sleep Disturbance, and Depersonalization on chronological age 
were .30, -.48, .30, and .29 (g < *05), respectively. In each case, 
with the exception of Loss of Control, being older was associated with 
Increased manifestation of these symptoms of bereavement. The beta 
coefficients reflecting the regression of Anger on years wed and time of 
testing were -.44 and - .3 2  (g < .05), respectively, indicating lower 
bereavement scores with Increased length of marriage and time after the 
death of the spouse. A similar relationship was found for the 
regression of the Loss of Appetite scores on time of testing (P : -.32, 
g < .05). The beta coefficients for Guilt were -.22 (g < .08), -.31 (g 
< .05), -.29 (g < .05), and -.27 (g < .05) for years wed, sex, time of 
testing, and the condition of the death. These results Indicated lower 
bereavement scores for females, expected deaths, later testing points, 
and longer marriages. No other effects were statistically significant.
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Residual Change Regression Analyses
Whether the death was sudden or expected accounted for 12% and 8% 
of the variance in the Guilt and Depersonalization scores (r* = .12 and 
.08, g < .05, respectively). Sex and Sudden/Expected accounted for 22% 
of the variance in Death Anxiety (r* = .12, rx (change) = .10, p < .05, 
respectively). The time of testing accounted for 8% of the variance in 
the Social Desirability scores (r* = .08, g < .05)• Finally, sex and 
income together accounted for 17% of the variance in the Somatization 
scores (r' s .08, r* (change) s .07, g < .05, respectively.)
The beta coefficients indicating the regression of the Guilt and 
Death Anxiety scores on the conditions of death revealed that the 
expected deaths were associated with a greater decrease in the 
beroavement reaction. The reverse was found for the Depersonalization 
scores. The beta coefficients were -.35, -.32, and .28 for the 
Sudden/Expected, Death Anxiety, and Depersonalization variables, 
respectively. The bereavement reaction for females (Death Anxiety) also 
decreased to a greater degree than for males (P = -.38)* Earlier time 
of testing was associated with greater decreases in the Social 
Desirability bereavement reaction; l.e., the largest decrease was found 
over the two interviews for the one-month Bereavement Cohort (p = .25, g 
< .05)* Finally, males and those representing lower income groups were 
identified with the greatest change in the direction of a decreased 
bereavement reaction over the two interviews (p = *37 and .31, g < *05, 
respectively). No other effects were statistically significant.
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DISCUSSION
Researchers and health professionals are uniform in their agreement 
that the death of a marital partner is related to steep Increases in the 
occurrence of depression and stress (Stroebe A Stroebe, 1983). 
Furthermore, the consequences of bereavement also extend to the social 
sphere (Averlll, 1968). Unfortunately, the consensus ends here. No 
definitive studies exist which offer evidence concerning the emotional 
and social domains which are most Influenced by bereavement, nor is 
adequate information available which traces the temporal course; l.e., 
changes, in bereavement. There is also no consensus about who suffers 
most or about the existence of sex differences in vulnerability to the 
loss (by death) of a spouse. Proponents exist, for example, advocating 
the case for higher risks for widows (e.g., Carey, 1979) or widowers 
(e.g., Helsing & Szklo, 1981). Advocates of a "no differences" 
hypothesis also exist (e.g., Clayton, 1979)* The absence of consensus 
and the lack of definitive results has been traced to several problems. 
These include (1) the lack of systematic, reliable, and detailed 
Information in the published studies; (2) design problems; (3) the focus 
on the study of widows, almost to the exclusion of widowers in such 
research; (4) little emphasis on the study of reactions to bereavement 
for the bereaved, and (5) a focus on observation and clinicrl Inference 
as the primary source of data in many of the published studies (Stroebe 
A Stroebe, 1983).
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The present study attempted to remedy some of the deficiencies in 
extant published reports* First, the temporal course of bereavement was 
studied over four time points during the first year after bereavement, 
i.e., at one, five, nine, and thirteen months. Second, bereavement was 
studied using the Grief Experience Inventory (GEI), a standardized and 
normed inventory measuring 18 social, emotional, and psychosomatic 
dimensions of bereavement. In addition, a structured interview, 
directed to the assessment of social, economic, and other consequences 
of bereavement was administered. Third, an attempt was made to identify 
several of the organlsmlc and situational correlates of bereavement 
Including: sex, age, the conditions of the death (whether sudden or
expected), length of marriage, and income. Finally, the interaction 
with time, i.e., the differential changes, in bereavement as a function 
of the above variables was studied.
The results obtained in the present research amplify our 
understanding of the temporal course of bereavement, and particularly 
with respect to identifying the salient variables relating to the 
magnitude of bereavement. Several of these variables were identified, 
including sex, conditions of the death, age, and length of marriage. 
Nevertheless, the multidimensional nature of bereavement was highlighted 
by the findings that the dimensions measured by the GEI related to the 
above variables in different ways.
As an example, males exhibited more Denial and Guilt than females,
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but the neana for females exceeded those for sales on the diaenslons of 
Loss of Vigor, Physical Symptoms, Somatization, and Despair. Actually, 
this pattern of sex differences confirms the conclusions of Stroebe & 
Stroebe (1983). They suggested that females report more physical 
manifestations of stress. Interestingly, these manifestations were 
evident throughout the first year after bereaveme.it. Whether they 
existed prior to, and will continue after, the first year of bereavement 
must be the subject of future research. The feeling of loss measured by 
Despair may also be more evident for females because the spouse is most 
often the "head of the household." Such an interpretation would also 
explain why widowers experienced more guilt than widows.
The results relating to the conditions of the death were in accord 
with expectation. The sudden death of the spouse was associated with 
higher GEI change scores for the Guilt and Death Anxiety scales. 
Apparently, sudden deaths, being unexpected, elicit more guilt and 
anxiety about dying. These findings parallel those reported by Sanders 
(1982-83)* However, this phenomenon is apparently of short duration.
The manifestation of physical symptoms, and expressing socially 
desirable behaviors also declines substantially over the first year 
following the death of the spouse. Perhaps there is a stronger need to 
respond in a socially appropriate way at times when greater social 
acceptance is perceived to be necessary. This may be related to the 
need for social support to help cope with a loss, especially during 
times shortly after the death.
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Age was significantly related to GEI scores at the initial 
interview* Again, the present results confirm the difficulty of both 
older and younger males and females in coping with stress and loss 
(Stroebe A Stroebe, 1983)* The older bereaved manifested higher Denial, 
Sleep Disturbance, and Depersonalization scores* Younger spouses 
reported Loss of Control of their emotions to a greater extent. Length 
of marriage was positively related to Anger/Hostility scores, but this 
response decreased over the first year of bereavement.
Socially-related factors also play an important role in the 
bereavement process. However, the network of social support available 
to a bereaved individual is subject to change over time for a variety of 
reasons. Contact with the child seen most before bereavement increased 
after the death, suggesting that more support is provided by this child 
during the bereavement period. Relatives are also an important source 
of assistance. However, in the present study, females chose relatives 
as significant others earlier in the bereavement process than did males. 
When relatives were not named as the significant other, a friend, 
minister, caretaker, or, less frequently, a combination of these 
individuals were generally deemed most helpful and supportive. Although 
it was difficult to determine who was commonly named as the most 
supportive, it was clearly demonstrated that the support available to 
females by a significant other was sore stable over time than that 
available to males. Ratings of friendship with the significant other 
generally Increased over time.
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In summary, the reaction to bereavenent la complex and 
multidimensional. Yet, so Is marriage Itself. It Is Interesting to 
speculate that the sex differences In bereavement may, In fact, be a 
manifestation of the sex-dlfferentlated roles which each spouse has 
assumed In the marriage. For example, males typically represent the 
”head of the family” and therefore exhibit more denial and feel more 
anger and guilt for the death of the spouse. One male wrote, ”My wife 
had 3 years of chronic sinus Infection and did nothing about It because 
she was In love with her 'Job' more than being healthy for a husband and 
family.M Wives, In their role as dependent, therefore would b*i expected 
to exhibit more despair upon the death of the spouse. The elaboration 
of such an hypothesis must await future research.
The sex differences In the expression of physical symptoms In the 
present study may not be the direct result of bereavement, but rather 
the tendency for women (In the general population) to report (to 
physicians) and be concerned with health Issues (Stroebe & Stroebe, 
1983). Again, confirmation of this hypothesis must await future 
research.
Of particular Importance In the present study were the findings 
that many of the manifestations of bereavement declined substantially 
over the first year after bereavement. Indeed, these declines were 
often most evident within the first four months. ”Tlme may heal all 
wounds,” but more likely, the decrease In the reactions to bereavement
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are attributable to the social support available to the bereaved and to 
their attempts to reach out and get involved with others and with other 
activities. Future research may profitably be directed to identifying 
the environmental correlates of adjustment to widowhood and to 
Identifying those who avail, or do not avail, themselves of the social 
support and Involvement with others and redirect their lives to the 
future.
The pattern of the present results suggests that bereavement is 
profoundly stressful for both widows and widowers but that the 
manifestation of these symptoms is expressed in different domains.
Thus, the question about who (males or females) "suffers1* most (Stroebe 
& Stroebe, 1983) may better be rephrased as: "How and in what
behavioral/social domains do males and females react to bereavement?"
CONCLUSIONS
Complex relationships exist between the manifestations of 
bereavement and variables such as sex, age, length of the marriage, and 
conditions of the death.
It Is also evident that reponses to bereavement change over time, 
but the degree to which these changes are "positive" or "negative" again 
depends on a myriad of variables.
Social support, whether it be provided by children, other 
relatives, a friend, minister, or caregiver (nurse, etc.) is an 
important factor to consider when studying adjustment to a loss.
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Individuals voiced the need to hove someone available to offer advice, 
help in the decision making that is a major part of reorganization after 
a loss, or Just to listen. Since instability often exists in the 
network of social support available to bereaved individuals, it is 
Important to consider the effects that this may have on the outcome of 
this psychosocial crisis.
Limitations of the Present Study
The design of the present study is subject to one major limitation 
shared by all previous published research. An ideal design would trace 
the course of bereavement over the interval prior to and after the death 
of the spouse. Limitations of time precluded this possibility since 
such a study would require waiting for one spouse to die.
There is also no conceivable means to eliminate bias in subject 
selection in bereavement research. Large numbers of subjects decline to 
participate in such research, but it is morally and ethically impossible 
to Impose upon these individuals against their wishes in a time of 
crisis involving severe psychosocial stress. It is also necessary to 
extend the period of study in order to fully understand the temporal 
changes in this phenomenon. Finally, the perceptions of the bereavement 
reactions were studied only from the perspective of the bereaved. Lack 
of contact with the significant other(s) or other members of the social 
support system limits the information available about existing networks 
utilized by the bereaved.
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Implications for Future Research 
In order to fully understand the psychosocial aspects of 
bereavement and the temporal course of this complex process, systematic 
longitudinal studies must be conducted. Since the "duration" of 
bereavement is not defined, research must be conducted over longer 
periods of time in attempts to define the time period in which reactions 
to bereavement occur.
Differences in methods also make the comparison of results across 
studies difficult. Therefore, the use of objective, standardized 
measures is essential in order to allow integration of knowledge about 
the bereavement process. Attempts should also be made to Involve those 
individuals deemed as "significant others'* in the study of bereavement. 
Perhaps the perceptions of these individuals could shed new light on 
various aspects of this phenomenon that those actually experiencing the 
loss fail to observe.
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Previous Longitudinal Research
Table 1
Author Fenales Males Ages Method Period since bereavement
Parkes 22 - 26-65 Interviews:
repeated
At 1, 3. 6, 9, » 
12 1/2 aonths
Click,
Weiss,
Parkes
19 < 45 Interviews:
repeated
At 3 &nd 6 weeks, 
13 months, & 
2 - 4  years
Clayton, 
et al.
70 35 20-90 Interviews:
repeated
At 1, 4, A 13 aonths
Raphael 194 - < SO 1• Long int. 
11. Quest.
Within 8 weeks 
At 13 aonths
Sanders 30 15 26-84 Interview & 
Quest, (both)
I. X s 2 aos. after death
II. 18 - 24 aonths
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Demographic Information
Table 2
Cohort N Age
Length of 
Marriage
Education
(years)
All Ss 63 65.80 37.14 12.81
1 (H) 5 61.64 33-00 15.60
1 (F) 11 63.47 38.64 11.55
5 (M) 9 68.41 37.44 12.00
5 (F) 13 66.87 41.39 12.77
9 (M) 9 74.18 42.11 13.89
9 (F) 16 61.64 31 .0 0 12.69
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Mean CEI Scale T Scores
Table 3
Males Fenales
Scale Cohort Tine 1 Time 2 Tine 1 Tlae 2
1 55755 55755 5 0 5 §5718
Denial 5 56.89 53.33 52.31 50.54
9 52.78 59.89 47.50 47.88
1 55750 45.60 59735“ 55715
Atypical 5 46.67 45.33 46.54 45.31
Response 9 45.33 43.11 45.19 48.56
1 5 0 5 55785 55755 55755
Anger/ 5 46.00 47.33 42.92 41.08
Hostility 9 58.44 57.56 48.25 46.50
1 55720 52.20 55755“ 55773
Guilt 5 52.33 53-67 46.08 44.62
9 45.44 44.78 46.94 43.44
1 55. SO 50.40 53755 § O B
Social 5 50,00 50.00 50.77 50.31
Isolation 9 44.00 46.67 53-25 49.88
1 51.86 5 0 5 55755 55755
Loss of 5 48.33 49.22 47.62 45.46
Control 9 41.67 42.22 49.25 49.06
1 5 0 3 5 0 5 50.64 54.27
Rumination 5 54.11 53-22 47.92 49.77
9 44.78 45.22 52.75 44.78
1 113755 5 0 5 51755 57755
Deperson, 5 45.22 44.56 46.54 46.31
9 55.11 55.00 42.06 44.75
1 5 0 5 55755 §5755 55755
Death 5 47.78 51.67 48.85 47.00
Anxiety 9 42.67 43.22 49.94 48.38
(table continues)
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Mean CEI Scale T Scores
Table 3 (continued)
Males Females
Scale Cohort Tine 1 Tine 2 Tine 1 Tine 2
1 5o78o 48.20 52.91 46.27
Sleep 5 37.22 28.11 42.69 45.54
Dlst. 9 35.00 43.11 41.19 40.50
1 54.40 50.80 55.73 50.00
Loss of 5 49-33 47.56 53-85 52.46
Vigor 9 42.00 37.78 5J.63 57.25
1 55.40 58753 P733 52.65
Despair 5 48.11 48.00 48.92 48.15
9 41.89 43.22 52.94 52.06
1 5 0 ( 5 46.60 50.91 50.82
Optlaisa/ 5 49.44 48.78 44.08 43.15
Despair 9 45.11 44.44 49.19 51.13
1 51.80 57753 53-27 50.56
Social 5 55.67 55.00 53-31 54.46
Desir. 9 53-22 55.89 57.00 53-81
1 5 0 5 42.20 55791 50.18
Depend. 5 54.00 53.89 46.31 43.54
9 45.78 42.44 47.69 47.75
1 47.00 53753 51.73 51.46
Physical 5 58.33 44.33 48.69 46.92
Synptoas 9 43.44 42.78 52.00 52.56
1 52736 57753 5 9 .5 5 55791"
Loss of 5 46.11 36.78 47.62 46.23
Appetite 9 43.00 43.00 52.38 30.81
1 49.20 55755 52.91 51.82
Sonatiz. 5 44.67 44.56 47.08 46.15
9 41.11 42.44 51.69 52.19
Note* The scale abbreviations are as follows:
Deperson. = Depersonalization; Sleep Dlst. = Sleep Disturbance 
Depend, s Dependency; Social Desir. = Social Desirability
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Analysis of Variance: F ratios
Mean GEI Scale T Scores
Table 4
Scale Sex Cohort
Sex by
Cohort Time
Cohort 
by Time
Sex by 
Time
Cohort by 
Sex by Time
DEN 14.70** - - 2.74 - 2.57
DES 4.24* 1.24 1.93 1.96 1.52 - 2.11
SI 1.26 - - 2.26 - 1.30 1.15
AR 1.49 - - - - 2.01 1.33
AH - 1.49 4.88* 7.89** 3.89* - 2.82
GU 4.51* 2.50 1.64 6.61* 1.91 - 2.35
LC 1.06 - 1.59 1 .23 - m 2.49
RU - - 2.60 - - 1.68 1.86
DR 2.62 - 2.96 2.93 1.79 - m
DA - - 1.33 1.72 1.83 2.43 -
(table continues)
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Analysis of Variance; F ratios 
Mean GEI Scale T Scores
Table 4 (continued)
Scale Sex Cohort
Sex by 
Cohort Time
Cohort 
by Time
Sex by 
Tine
Cohort 
Sex by T
SSD 1.26 1.48 - mm - - -
SVI 7.7*1** - 2.87 2.48 - mm -
OD - 1.34 1.98 - 2.11 3-39 2.20
SD - 1.51 - 1.86 1.39 m 2.33
DEP - - 2.99 - - 1.05 1.55
SP 6.88* - 1.16 1.90 - 1.38 -
SAP 1.03 4.82* - 14.99** 1.33 1.95 3.42*
SOM 8.01** 1.14 1.26 - 1.20 - -
* g < .05. ** g < .01.
Note. The scale abbreviations are as follows;
DEN = Denial; DES = Despair; SI = Social Isolation;
AR s Atypical Response; AH s Anger/Hostility; GU = Guilt;
LC s Loss of Control; RU s Rualnation; DR = Depersonalization;
DA s Death Anxiety; SSD = Sleep Disturbance; SVI = Loss of Vigor; 
OD s Optiaisa/Despair; SD = Social Desirability; DEP s Dependency; 
SP s Physical Syaptoas; SAP = Loss of Appetite; SOM = Somatization
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Rating of Marriage 
Cohort Tlae 1 Tlae 2
Table 5
1 (M) 6.20 5.40
1 (F) 6.10 6.09
5 (M) 6.78 6.44
5 (F) 5.92 6.00
9 <M) 5.89 6.22
9 (F) 6.19 6.13
Analysis of Variance: F ratios
Sex by Cohort Sex by Cohort by
Variable Sex Cohort Cohort Tlae by Tlae Tlae Sex by Tiai
Rateaar 1.09 2.73
Rateaar = Rate your aarriage on a scale of 1 to 7.
Very unhappy 
(Marriage not good)
2 3 4 5 6 7 Very happy 
(Marriage good)
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Table 6
Mean Scores for Happiness Variables
Percent Happy
Happy ( 1 - 7 )
Cohort Time 1 Time 2 Before Time 2 Time 3
1 (M) 32.00 52.00 5720 3.56 5.40
1 (F) 26.00 5'-36 6.27 3 .36 3.64
5 (M) 55.67 62.22 03 5 .3 3 5.22
5 (F) 94.17 55.62 5.46 4.15 4.77
9 TmT" 64.44 66.44 5722 5.22 5 .56
9 (F) 41.00 41.25 6.44 4.38 4 .44
Unhappy: 
Not useful
Cohort Time 1 Time 2
1 (M) 1.60 i75o“
1 (F) 2 .36 1.64
m 5 1.44 1-33
5 (F) 2.00 1.46
r~m iTST" 1.89
9 (F) 1.38 1.67
Percent Happy = Percentage of time happy
Happy: Not useful = Do you ever feel unhappy because you think you1re
not useful?
Never 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 Always
Happy = How happy are you now on a scale of 1 to 7?
Very unhappy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  Very happy
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Analysis of Variance: F ratios
Happiness Variables
Sex by Cohort Sex by Cohort by
Variable Sex Cohort Cohort Time by Time Time Sex by Time
Table 6 (continued)
Perhap 3*78 - 7.81** 3.44* -
Happy 8.11** 1.76 - 39.86** 2.38 1.79 1.46
Useful
4 n  * nc ir~7T7
-
01 3.18* -
Perhap = Percentage of time happy
Useful s Do you ever feel unhappy because you think you're not useful?
Never 1 2 3 ^ 5 6 7  Always
Happy = How happy are you now on a scale of 1 to 7?
Very unhappy 1 2  3 ^ 5 6 7  Very happy
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Contact with Child Seen Most Before the Death
Table 7
Contact Contact Contact
Cohort Before 1st int. 2nd ir.t
1 (H) 1.86 1.86 2.57
1 <F) 1.00 1.00 1.29
5 (M) 1.71 1.71 2.23
5 (F) 1.91 2.00 2.27
9 (M) 1.55 1.64 1.91
9 (F) 2.3u 1.73 1.82
1 = Dally
2 = More than weekly, less than daily
3 = Weekly
4 * Less than weekly
Analysis of Variance: F ratios
Cohort Sex by Cohort Cohort by
Sex Cohort by Sex Tine Tine by Tine Sex by Tim
Contact - - 2.50 5.32** 3.02 1.94 -
** £ < -01
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Rating of Friendship with Significant Other 
Cohort Time 1 Time 2
Table 8
1 (M) 3.80 5.20
1 (F) 6.73 6.55
5 (M) 6.00 5.89
5 (F) 6 .2 3 5.00
9 (M) 6.00 5.56
9 (F) 6.88 6.56
Analysis of Variance: F ratios
Variable Sex Cohort
Sex by
Cohort T i m
Cohort 
by Time
Sex by 
T i m
Cohort by 
Sex by Time
S.O.
Friend 5.15* 1.32 3-85* 1.77 1.62 1.56
# g < .05
S.O. Friend = Rate your friendship with the significant other
Not very close 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 As close as a
friendship could be
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Relationship of Significant Other to the Bereaved
Hales Females
Table 9
Time 1 Time 2 Time 1 Time 2
Relative 26.00% 52.20% 50.00% 37-50%
Other* M3.50% 21.70% 32.50% 30.00%
More than 1 21.70% 17.40% 17.50% 30.00%
No S.O. 8.70% 8.70% - 2.50%
•sFriend, minister, caregiver (nurse)
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Social Actlvltles/Morth
Table 10
Cohort Before Yiae 1 Tlae 2
1 (M) 3.80 3.20 12.80
1 (F) 4.54 3.64 5.91
5 (M) 5.56 8.44 12.44
5 (F) 10.92 10.69 10.85
9 (M) 11.22 10.22 9.78
9 (F) 6.44 5.25 6.63
Analysis of Variance: F ratios
Variable Sex Cohort
Sex by 
Cohort Tine
Cohort 
by Tlae
Sex by 
Tlae
Cohort by 
Sox by Tlao
Social
Act. 1.00 2 .3 0 1.32 2.71 1.7H 1.23 1.45
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Table 11 
Annual Income
Cohort Before Time 1 Time 2
1 (M) 4.00 3.80 4.60
1 (F) 4.09 2.70 3.00
5 (M) 4.00 3.56 3.86
5 (F) 4.39 3.46 3-77
9 (M) 5.00 4.44 4.56
9 (F) 4.88 3-94 4.00
Income: 1 = Under 5,000
2 * 5-9,999
3 * 10-14,999
4 * 15-19,999
5 = 20-24,999
6 s Over 25,000
Analysis of Variance: F ratios
Sex by Cohort Sex by Cohort by
Variable Sex Cohort Cohort Tiie by Time Time Sex by Tlm<
Income 
• E < .05.
1.77
** B < *01
- 18.48** 3-87* - -
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Appendix A
We are writing to ask for your cooperation in an laportant 
research study being conducted as an honors project through 
the Department of Psychology at the University of Illinois.
This work is concerned with reactions to the loss of a spouse 
and identifying the most effective ways to cope with such a loss.
The current focus is to identify ways in which an individual's 
friends and relatives may be helpful and supportive during times of 
personal change. In order to do this, I am interviewing a large number 
of people who have experienced the loss of their husband or wife.
Should you decide to participate, In addition to completing 
questionnaires, participation would involve allowing me to come to your 
home for two Interviews which would take place four months apart. You would 
be
able to withdraw participation at any time during the study if you so 
desire, and you would have the right to withhold answers to any 
questions you would prefer not to answer. All of the information you 
provide will be held strictly confidential and will be used for research 
purposes only. At the conclusion of the study, I will send you a written 
report of ay findings and will be happy to answer any questions that you 
nay have about the study.
As a result of the project I hope to learn more about the experience 
of losing a husband or wife and how people cope with such a loss. Without 
your cooperation, research on the way people adjust to the loss of a spouse 
could not take place. I will be contacting you by phone shortly to find 
out if you wish to participate, and if so, to set up a time for your 
first interview. If you have any questions, feel free to call me at 
333-3875 in the mornings or 328-7111 in the evenings.
We hope that you will give this request your very serious consideration. 
With your assistance, we may be able to gain new knowledge to help 
other people cope more successfully with this very difficult time.
If you decide to participate, I look forward to meeting you.
Thank you.
Very sincerely,
Carla Schmittler
Honors Student, Department of Psychology
Dr. Larry R. Goulet
Professor of Educational Psychology, 333-8527
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Appendix B
Due to the subject matter of this research, there may be bias Inherent 
In the data due to the refusal rates of potential participants. Therefore, 
It Is important to note the reasons given for nonparticipation In the 
present study.
t Month Cohort
Of the 45 refusals, 13 (28•9%) were male and 32 (71.1%) were female. 
The following reasons were given for refusal to participate:
1. "I do not wish to participate; No. " (19)
2. "I don't feel up to it."
3. " P m  not feeling too good right now."
4. "Not in the mood to do that."
5. "Too painful to talk about it at this time."
6. "Had a stroke and can't talk plain."
7. "Read the letter hastily - I'll try to get to It In a few days."
8. "Going back to Mattoon."
9. "Have so much to do - paperwork."
10. " P m  sick."
11. "Not right now."
12. "Don't care to start anything at this time - P m  older."
13« " Pd like to but P d  better not this time."
14. "Not interested - children come every day and P a  getting along 
pretty well."
15' "Just had a death...haven't had time to read It but I don't think 
Pll be interested."
16. "Prefer not to for personal reasons."
17. "It's hard to adjust * not at this time."
18. "Right now P m  not interested In anything."
19* "I haven't been well; It's been so recent; havun't got myself 
together yet - all I want to do Is cry."
20. " P m  going to California."
21. "Don't think so - Just causes me to go through the pain again."
22. "I don't speak English well."
23* "I couldn't go through the trauma now - call back In 4 months." (2) 
24. Three individuals with unlisted numbers did not return the stamped 
envelope included to Indicate a desire/refusal to participate.
(1 Male, 2 Females)
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5 Month Cohort
Of the 26 refusals, 5 (19*2%) were male and 21 (80,8>) were female.
1. "No." (13)
2. "Hard time adjusting and don't want to dwell on it.”
3. "Just lost my husband and I’m not thinking about anything right now."
4. "Very poor health."
5. "Don't need help now - I needed it 2 years ago." (Spouse was 
terminally ill.)
6. "Last 2 years have been very traumatic and I don't know where I'm
at right now."
7. "Don't have time." (2)
8. "Those questionnaires bore the hell out of me."
9. "I'm having a terrible time coping with it and Just think it might 
be too much."
10. Five individuals with unlisted numbers did not return the stamped 
postcard Included to indicate a desire/refusal to participate.
(1 Male, 4 Females)
9 Month Cohort
Of the 28 refusals, 7 (25%) were male and 21 {75%) were female.
"Ho." (11)
"Not emotionally geared to it; too many things I'm trying to get
"Better not - I'm getting adjusted. Don't know if I'll ever be fully 
adjusted."
"Have really honest people that are more than able to help."
"Have been sick all spring."
"Going out of town."
"Married 61 years and it was a shock - maybe in 4 or 6 months I 
could talk about it."
"It's a little soon and I don't think I've gotten it all together 
myself."
"Don't feel well enough to talk."
"I've been sick."
"Maybe later I'd feel a little better about it."
"It's not been very long - don't want to do it now - maybe later."
Six individuals with unlisted numbers did not return the stamped 
postcard Included to indicate a desire/refusal to participate.
(3 Males, 3 Females)
1.
2.
done."
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
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Several problems were encountered during the process of contacting 
potential participants.
The following individuals Indicated a desire to participate, but could 
not do so for these reasons:
1 Honth:
a. ’’I’ve been in a nursing home for the past 3 months and just
can't." (Female)
b. "I'm leaving town for two weeks - call at 5 months." (Female)
5 Months:
a. "I'm having surgery next week." (Female)
b. "I'm going on a trip - call back at 9 months." (Female)
9 Months:
a. "I'm moving to California and would if I were staying here."
(Female)
b. "I have severe hearing problems and would have trouble talking
with you." (Female)
o. "I'm having problems of a business nature - call back in the fall." 
(Female)
The following individuals were not reached by phone before the 
appropriate time to conduct an interview:
1 Month: 2 Females
5 Months: 1 Female, 3 Males 
9 Months: 3 Females, 2 Males
The following individuals had disconnected their phones:
1 Month: 1 Female
5 Months: 2 Females, 3 Males
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The following individuals moved and left no forwarding ad
1 Month: 4 Females, 1 Male
5 Months: 2 Males
9 Months: 3 Females, 3 Males
Some special problems were encountered that made participation in 
the study impossible.
1 Month:
a. One female was an invalid and her nurse stated that she 
was in no condition to participate.
b. One female had not received the letter and was very disturbed when 
asking about the subject matter of the research. She asked not to 
be contacted again.
5 Months:
a. One male would be out of town past the appropriate time to conduct 
an interview.
b. One male stated that he "couldn't read the letter - 1*11 have to 
have ay daughter do this for ae.H This would have made completing 
the questionnaires very difficult.
9 Months:
a. After beginning an Interview with a female, it was discovered that 
she was mentally handicapped. Completion of the interview was not 
possible.
b. One female did not receive 2 letters that had been sent due to 
problems with the postal service.
c. One male would be out of town past the appropriate time to conduct 
an interview.
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Appendix C 
First Interview
Demographic Information:
Date of birth (spouse)
Date of birth (bereaved)
Date of marriage 
Humber of marriage 
Sex of participant
Education: Number of years completed 
Degree in college: (yes or no)
Employment status:
Religious affiliation:
How active are you in the church?
Hot active at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  Very active
Social Support
Do you have any living children? (yes or no)
If so, how many?
The following information was gathered for each living child:
Sex
Age
Distance from the participant
How often did you see or contact your children before the 
death of your spouse? Last week?
Daily More than weekly, Once a week Less than weekly 
less than daily
How was this contact made?
Letters Visits Phone calls Phone calls, Phone calls,
visits letters
Do any other relatives live within your household? Is so, who?
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Do you have any other relatives that you see or contact often? 
Relationship: Amount of contact:
How many of your neighbors do you know well enough to visit?
On the average, how often did you visit with a neighbor before 
the death of your spouse? Last week?
Daily More than weekly, Once a week Less than weekly 
less than dally
Do you visit with your neighbors more, less or the same as before 
your spouse passed away?
Do you have as much contact as you would like with someone that you 
feel close to and can really trust and confide in? (yes or no)
Significant other
Who do you feel has offered and provided you with the most support 
since your spouse passed away?
How often did you see or contact each other before the death of your 
spouse?
Daily More than weekly, Once a week Less than weekly
less than daily
How often did you see cr contact each other last week?
telly More than weekly, Once a week Less than weekly
less than daily
How was this contact made?
Letters Visits Phone calls Phone calls, Phone calls,
visits letters
How long have you known this person?
How haa this person been helpful to you?
Have you become closer to this person since the death of your spouse?
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Please rate your friendship (relationship) with this person on a 
scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being not very close and 7 being as 
close as a friendship (relationship) could be.
Not very close 1 2 3 M 5 6 7 As close as it could be
Social Interactions
Do you feel that your social contacts have increased, decreased, or 
reaained the sane since the death of your spouse?
Kow aany tiaes per week did you participate in a social activity 
before the death of your spouse?
Have you stopped participating in any of these activities since the 
death?
How aany tiaes per week do you participate in a social activity now?
Have you joined any organizations or started participating in any new 
activities since tho death of your spouse?
Conditions of the Death
Was the death sudden or expected?
If expected: How long before the death occurred were you aware that 
it was going to happen?
How did you find out?
Has the fact that the death would occur openly discussed?
Eaotlons? Happiness
On the average, on a scale of 1 to 7« how happy or unhappy do you 
usually feel, with 1 being very unhappy and 7 being very happy?
Vary unhappy 1 2 3 ** 5 6 7 Vary happy
On the average, how happy or unhappy were you before your spouse 
passed away?
Vary unhappy 1 2 3 M 5 6 7 Vary happy
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If the death was expected: On the average, how happy or unhappy 
were you while your spouse was ill?
Very unhappy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very happy
Status of the Marriage
How many years were you narrled?
On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being very unhappy or not very good, 
and 7 being very happy or very good, where would you rate your 
aarrlage, all things considered?
Very unhappy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very happy
(Marriage was not good) (Marriage was good)
When dlsagreeaents arose, how did they result?
1. Bereaved gave In 2. Spouse gave in 3. Mutual give and take
4. Spouse left the roos 5* Bereaved left the rooa
6* No dlsagreeaents
Did you and your spouse confide in each other:
1. In everything 2. In aost things 3* Rarely 4. Almost never 
Do you ever wished you had not married?
1. Frequently 2. Occasionally 3. Rarely 4. Never 
If you had your life to live over, do you think you would:
1. Marry the same person 2. Marry a different person 3* Not marry
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Financial Hatters
Hava financial natters been a problea since the death of your spouse? 
Is your incoae aore, less, or the saae?
For aore or less:
Is your lncoaa a little less or a lot less?
A little lass 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 A lot lass
Please tall aa the letter beside your annual lncoaa before and after 
the death:
A. Under 5,000
B. 5-9,999
C. 10-14,999
D. 15-19,999
E. 20-24,999
F. 25-over
Has anything else that you would consider a crisis happened since 
your spouse passed away?
What has been the aost difficult for you during the adjustaent period 
since your spouse's death?
If you could give any advice at all to soaeone who had Just lost their 
husband or their wife, what would you tell thee?
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Second Interview
How active are you in the church now?
Not active at all 1 2 3 ^ 5 6 7  Very active
Have any of your children aoved in the last 4 aonths?
If yes, which child?
How often did you see or contact your children last week?
(This information was gathered separately for each child.)
Daily More than weekly, Once a week Less than weekly
less than daily
How was this contact made?
Letters Visits Phone calls Phone calls, Phone calls,
visits letters
Do any other relatives live within your household? Is so, who?
Do you have any other relatives that you see or contact often?
Relationship: Amount of contact:
How many of your neighbors do you know well enough to visit?
How often did you visit with a neighbor last week?
Dally More than weekly, Once a week Less than weekly
less than dally
Do you have as much contact as you would like with someone that you 
feel close to and can really trust and confide in? (yes or no)
Significant other
Who do you feel has offered and provided you with the most support 
since the last tine I talked to you?
How often did you see or contact each other last week?
Daily More than weekly, 
less than daily
Once a week Less than weekly
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How was this contact aade?
Letters Visits Phone calls Phone calls, Phone calls,
visits letters
If you listed (previous significant other) as the Individual who has 
provided you with the aost support, please skip to the queslon next to 
the **♦.
What happened to (previous significant other)? (The person you aentloned 
at the first interview as being the aost helpful and supportive.)
Why isn't he/she the aost helpful and supportive now?
How did this other person coae to be the aost helpful now?
***How has this person been helpful to you in the last 4 Months?
Have you becoae closer to this person since the death of your spouse?
Please rate your friendship (relationship) with this person on a 
scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being not very close and 7 being as 
d ose as a friendship (relationship) could be.
Not very close 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 As close as it could be
Social Interactions
Do you feel that your social contacts have increased, decreased, or 
reaalned the saae since the death of your spouse?
How has your social life changed in the last four aonths?
How aany tlaes per week do you participate in a social activity now?
Have you stopped participating in any social activities that you took 
part in when I talked to you before?
Have you Joined any organisations or started participating in any new 
activities in the last 4 aonths?
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Emotions: Happiness
On the average, on a scale of 1 to 7, how happy or unhappy do you 
usually feel, with 1 being very unhappy and 7 being very happy?
Very unhappy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very happy
On the average, how happy or unhappy were you before your spouse 
passed away?
Very unhappy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very happy
If your spouse was 111 before their death, please Indicate how happy 
or unhappy you were while your spouse were 111.
Very unhappy 1 2  3 ** 5 6 7 Very happy
Status of the Harrlame
On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being very unhappy or not very good, 
and 7 being very happy or very good, where would you rate your 
aarrlage, all things considered?
Very unhappy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very happy
(Marriage was not good) (Marriage was good)
Financial Matters
Are financial natters a problea for you now?
Please tell ne the letter beside your annual Incone now:
A. Under 5,000
B. 5-9,999
C. 10-14,999
D. 15-19,999
E. 20-24,999
F. 25-over
Has anything that you would consider a crisis happened since 
I last talked to you?
What difficulties have you found In being single again?
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How different is your life now than when you were married?
Life is 1 2  3 ^  5 6 7 Life is totally
the sane Moderately different
different
Can you tell ne the two lost important ways your life is different?
Can you tell ne the two nost important ways your life is the same?
Will you ever consider getting married again?
Why or why not?
What have you learned about yourself through the death of your spouse?
I realize that ! asked you before what advice you would give to someone 
who had Just lost their spouse, but since four months have passed, what 
advice would you give to someone in that situation now?
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Appendix 0
Instructions:
This questionnaire is concerned with the experience of grief. The 
statements which are included represent various thoughts and feelings 
commonly expressed by people who have suffered the loss of a spouse 
through death. Read each statement and then try to determine how well 
it describes you during your period of bereavement. If you are 
still experiencing some of these thoughts or feelings, please respond 
in the same manner as you would a past experience. Answer those asked 
in the present tense as you are feeling right now. If the 
statement is true or mostly true as applied to you, circle the MT" 
next to the statement. If the statement is mostly false, circle the 
"F" next to the statement. If a statement does not apply to you, or 
you do not wish to answer it, do not circle anything.
1. Immediately after the death, I felt exhausted.
2. I tend to be more Irritable with others.
3» I am strongly preoccupied with the image of the deceased.
A. I frequently experience angry feelings.
5* It is not difficult to maintain social relationships with 
friends.
6. Hy arms and legs feel very heavy.
7. I am unusually aware of things related to death.
8. It seems to me that more could have been done for the deceased.
9* I showed little emotion at the funeral.
10. I felt a strong necessity for maintaining the morale of others 
after the death.
11. I feel out off and isolated.
12. I rarely take aspirin.
13’ I feel reluctant to attend social gatherings.
14. I was unable to cry at the announcement of the death.
15’ I have feelings of guilt because I was spared and the deceased 
was taken.
16. I have a special need to be near others.
17. I often experience confusion.
18. I feel lost and helpless.
19’ I am comforted by believing that the deceased Is In heaven.
20. I have had frequent headaches since the death.
21. It was difficult to part with the clothing and personal 
articles of the deceased.
22. It was necessary to take sleeping pills after the death.
23* The yearning for the deceased is so intense that I sometimes 
feel physical pain in ay chest.
24. I cry easily.
25* I have taken tranquilizers since the death.
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26. I experience a dryness of the aouth and throat.
27. I feel restless.
28. Upon first learning of the death, I had a dazed feeling.
29* Concentrating upon things is difficult.
30* I have feelings of apathy.
31. I experienced a feeling when the death occurred that "something 
died within ae."
32. Aches and pains seldom bother ae.
33* I find I aa often irritated with others.
34. I co*tld not cry until after the funeral.
35* I feel that I oay have in soae way contributed to the death.
36. I find ayself performing certain acts which are slallar to ones 
perforaed by the deceased.
37. I cade the funeral arrangements.
38. I lack the energy to enjoy physical exercise.
39. I rarely feel enthusiastic about anything.
40. I feel that grief has aged ae.
41. I have never dreaaed of the deceased as still being alive.
42. I find ayself frequently asking "Why did the death have to 
happen in this way?"
43. I sonetlaes have difficulty believing the death has actually 
occurred.
44. 7 feel a strong desire to coaplete certain unfinished 
tasks that the deceased had begun.
45. I have often dreaaed of times when the deceased was living.
46. I aa often irritable.
47. I have dreaaed of the deceased as being dead.
48. I feel extreaely anxious and unsettled.
49. I feel censeness in ay neck and shoulders.
50. Sometimes I have a strong desire to screaa.
51. I aa so busy that I hardly have time to mourn.
52. I feel anger toward God.
53* I have the urge to curl up in a small ball when I have 
attacks of crying.
54. I feel the need to be alone a great deal.
55. I rarely think of ay own death.
56. I find it difficult to cry.
57. Looking at photographs of the deceased is too painful.
58. Life has lost its meaning for ae.
59* I have no difficulty with digestion.
60. I have had brief aoaents when I actually felt anger at having 
been left.
61. I have no trouble sleeping since the death.
62. I have a hearty appetite.
63* I feel healthy.
64. It comforts ae to talk with others who have had a similar loss.
65. I yearn for the deceased.
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66. I seldom feel depressed.
67. I have the feeling that I am watching myself go through the 
motions of living.
68. Life seems empty and barren.
69* There are times when 1 have the feeling that the deceased is 
present.
70. I often take sedatives.
71. I have frequent mood changes.
72. The actions of some people make me resentful.
73* My feelings are not easily hurt.
74. I am losing weight.
75* Small problems sees overwhelming.
76. I sometimes feel guilty at being able to enjoy myself.
77* I frequently have diarrhea.
78. I often wish that I could have been the one to die instead.
79- I have lost ay appetite.
80. I sometimes talk with the picture of the deceased.
81. I am not Interested in sexual activities.
82. At times I wish I were dead.
83* It is hard to maintain my religious faith in light of all the 
pain and suffering caused by the death.
84. I seem to have lost my energy.
85* I dread viewing a body at the funeral hone.
86. I find myself idealizing the deceased.
87. I have problems with jonstlpation.
88. I frequently take long walks by myself.
89* I avoid meeting old friends.
90. I have a special need for someone to talk to.
91. It often feels like I have a lump in my throat.
92. I sometimes find myself unconsciously looking for the deceased 
in a crowd.
93* I seen to have lost ay self-con*«dence.
94. I drink more alcohol now than before the death.
95* After the announcement of the death I thought, "This could not 
be happening to me."
96. I have nightmares.
97* The thought of death seldom enters my mind.
98. I have never worried about having a painful disease.
99' Funerals sometimes upset me.
100. I would feel uneasy visiting someone who is dying.
101' I often worry over the way time flies by so rapidly.
102. I have no fear of failure.
103' I *m close with only a few persons.
104. The sight of a dead person is horrifying to me.
105' I always know what to say to a grieving person.
106. I often seek advice from others.
107' It does not bother me when people talk about death.
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108. I cannot raaaabar a tlae whan ay parents were angry Kith ae.
109. I do not think people In today's society knou hoe to react 
to a person who is grieving.
110. I never have an eaotlonal reaction at funerals.
111. I often think about how short life is.
112. I aa not afraid of dying froa cancer.
113. 1 do not aind going to the doctor for check-ups.
114. I shudder at the thought of nuclear war.
115. The idea of dying holds no fears for ae.
116. I never lose ay teaper.
117. I have always been coapletely sure I would be successful when I 
tried soaething for the first tiae.
118. I aa not usually happy.
119. I feel that the future holds little for ae to fear.
120. I cannot ever reaeaber feeling ill at ease in a social 
situation.
121. I find ayself sighing aore now than before the death.
122. I spent a great deal of tiae with the deceased before the 
death.
123. It helps ae to coafort others.
124. Hy faally seeas close to ae.
125. I feel that I did all that could have been done for the 
deceased.
126. Hy religious faith is a source of inner strength and coafort.
127. I aa saoking aore these days.
128. I aa not a realistic person.
129. I aa awake aost of the night.
130. I feel exhausted when I go to bed but lie awake for several 
hours.
131. I lose sleep over worry.
132. I often wake In the alddle of the night and cannot get beck to 
sleep.
133* I sleep well aost nights.
134. Things seea blackest when I aa awake in the alddle of the 
night.
135. I can sleep during the day but not at night.
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Appendix E
The validity scales (Denial, Atypical Responses, and Social Desirability) 
are designed to reflect attitudes toward test taking. The person’s attitude 
toward the inventory affects the scores on the bereaveeent scales. Therefore, 
these scales indicate if a profile is interpretable.
The Denial scale (DEN) will be elevated if the respondent is hesitant to 
admit to common but socially undesirable feelings and weaknesses. Negative 
attributes are denied in order to present a better luge. This scale will 
detect naive forms of defensiveness, but people with more sophisticated 
psychological defense strategies will not be caught by these questions. 
Negligible to small correlations of the bereavement scales with the DEN scale 
indicates that simple defensiveness does not appear to be Influencing the 
responses to the bereavement scales. The authors also pointed out that the use 
of denial may serve as a coping mechanism, provided that its use is not 
extreme. Individuals with slightly elevated scores on this scale may actually 
be adjusting more successfully than those totally unprotected from the pain of 
grief.
The Atypical Response (AR) scale is composed of items selected solely on 
the basis of frequency of endorsement and indicates the tendency to endorse 
items considered to be an unusual response set (endorsed by less than 2 5 t of 
the normative sample). Although situational factors must be considered in 
interpreting an elevated AR score, high scores on this scale may result from 
the following reasons suggested by the authors of the scale:
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1. The respondent aay be overwhelmed by their feelings and be too upset 
and confused to attend to the questionnaire closely*
2. The respondent aay have a reading problem, thus not understanding the 
questionnaire.
3« There nay be a visual problem, resulting In the Inability to make out 
all of the words.
4. The respondent nay not be able to understand the nature of the test 
due to:
a. mental subnormality
b. advanced age
c. physical debility, senility, etc.
d. lack of previous experience with taking psychological tests
e. the effects of sedative or other psychoactive drugs
5. There nay have been an error In the scoring of the test, such as 
keypunching all the Items one field to the right.
6. The respondent Is motivated, for some reason, to present 
himself/herself as experiencing an extreme type of bereavement. Such an 
exaggerated presentation Implies secondary gain of some sort.
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Possible reasons aay include:
a. A cry for help* In order to receive the support needed, he/she 
aay feel the need to appear in dire straits* 
b* Iapression aanageaent* (If I aa really in deep grief aaybe 
j one will blaae ae for what happened*) The respondent 
aay see this as socially required of hia/her* 
c* An atteapt to play the role of draaatic grief, because the 
respondent sees this as socially required of hia/her*
7* The respondent aay have answered randoaly. He/she aay have been bored 
or negativistic but aade a show of cooperation by coapleting the questionnaire 
(even if no atteapt was aade to read the questions.)
Perhaps an individual feels the need for self-protection, social 
conforalty and general approval, or siaply to avoid criticise• The Social 
Desirability (SD) scale reflects this tendency to respond in a socially 
acceptable Banner*
The following 15 scales assess the aultidlaenslonal nature of 
bereaveaent. The first scale, Despair (DES), aeasures the aost pervasive 
psychological expression of grief* Iteas characterise the aood state of the 
respondent, indicating pessialsa of outlook on life, low self-esteea, slowing 
of thoughts or actions, and feelings of hopelessness or worthlessness.
An individual's level of irritation, anger, or feelings of injustice are 
indicated by the Anger /Hostility (AH) scale.
The Guilt (GU) scale aeasures the feeling of being responsible for the
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death in soae way as well as tapping feelings that result froa having survived 
the deceased.
Behaviors characterized by withdrawal froa social contacts or 
responsibilities are identified by the Social Isolation (SI) scale. This type 
of behavior aay result froa assumed feelings of isolation by others as well as 
by their own choosing.
Inability to control overt eaotional experiences, aainly crying, is 
indicated by the Loss of Control (LC) scale.
An elevated score on the Rualnatlon (RU) scale iapllej that a 
considerable aaount of tiae is spent thinking about the deceased, suggesting 
preoccupation with such thoughts.
The nuabness, confusion, and shock of grief is aeasured by the 
Depersonalization (DR) scale.
The Soaatlzatlon (SOM) scale identifies the extent to which soaatic 
probleas occur under the stress experienced during bereaveaent. Four other 
scales - Appetite (SAP), Sleep Disturbance (SSD), Loss of Vigor (SVI), and 
Physical Syaptoas (SP) - are part of this coaposlte scale, allowing 
exaaination of specific reactions to each particular ra^gory of problea.
The degree of loss of aeaning in life and despair lelt by the bereaved is 
gauged by the Optlalsa vs. Despair (OD) scale.
The final scale, Dependency (DEP) indicates the degree of need to lean on
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others.
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Appendix F
CONSENT FOR PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH ON THE BEREAVEMENT PROCESS
I agree to participate in a program of research being conducted by Carla 
Schalttler under the advice of Dr. Larry Goulet of the UIUC Psychology 
Department.
Purpose of the Project;
To study reactions to the loss of a spouse and how people cope with that loss. 
The effect of the social support system on the reaction to the loss of a 
spouse will also be of interest.
The procedure will involve two interviews, four months apart which involve 
answering questions about the experiences following the loss of a spouse. A 
questionnaire will also be filled out by the respondent.
Subject matter nay be upsetting which could possioly cause depression, guilt, 
anger, or sadness.
The research to be conducted may result in a better understanding of the 
bereavement process and how people cope with the loss of a spouse.
I acknowledge that Carla Schnittler has explained the purpose of this research 
and the possibility of the upsetting nature of the questions involved in the 
interviews. She has informed me that I have the right to refuse to answer any 
questions asked and that I may withdraw participation from the study at any 
time. She has also offered to answer any questions that I may ask about the 
procedure to follow. I freely and voluntarily consent to take part in this 
research project.
(Participant)
Carla Schmlttler, Investigator
Dr. Larry Goulet, Responsible Project Investigator
Psychology Department, UIUC
216G Education
Phone: 333-8527
